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ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS,

Elton John

11
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2
6

6

7

1,

DJM
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HIS GREATEST HITS

Decca
Ronco
ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS,
Elvis Presley
Arcade
WARNER BROTHERS MUSIC SHOW
Werner Bros
Various
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
CAN'T GET ENOUGH, Barry White 20th

Englebert Humperdinck
STARDUST, Sound Track

Century
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13
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3

15
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16

30

SHEER HEART ATTACK, Queen
DAVID ESSEX, David Essex
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON,

EMI
CBS

Pink Floyd
Harvest
ABM
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters
RAK
MUD ROCK, Mud
Bell
ROLLIN,' Bay City Rollers
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST
HITS, Simon and Garfunkel
CBS
CBS
Simon and Garfunkel
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney
Apple
and Wings
CRIME OF THE CENTURY, Supertramp
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THE BUMP Kenny
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14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22

23

TO

ROCK

BOOGIE ON REGGAE WOMAN

Stevie Wonder
13

STREETS OF LONDON
Ralph McTeII
Warners
20 PURELY BY COINCIDENT
Pye
Sweet Sensation
A&M
25- PLEASE MR POSTMAN Carpenters
CBS
10 STARDUST.Devid,Eesex
Trojan
11
CRYING OVER YOU Ken Booths
Capitol
30 ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy
Monument
12
I CAN HELP Billy Swan
EMI
35 NOW I'M HERE Queen
29 BLACK SUPERMAN-IMUHAMMED ALI)
Johnny Wakelin B The Kinshasa Band Pye
18 SOMETHING FOR THE GIRL WITH
Wand
EVERYTHING Sparks
27 YOU CAN HAVE. IT ALL George McCrae
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IT M AY BE WINTER OUTSIDE
20th Century
Love Unlimited
GET DANCIN'
Chelsea
The
Sex-O-Lettea
Disco Tex B
YOUR KISS IS SWEET Syreeta
Tamil" Motown
RCA
MY BOY Elvis Presley
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU Johnny
CBS
Mathis
Polydor
JUKE BOX JIVE The Rubettes THE INBETWEENIES Tha Goodies Bradley.
Pye
UNDER MY THUMB Wayne Gibson
ONLY YOU Ringo Starr
Apple
PLEASE TELL HIM THAT I SAID HELLO
Dana
GTO'
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET
Bachman Turner Overdrive
Mercury
MY EYES ADORED YOU Frank's Valli

12

14
13

4

7

9

Warn/

I6 ROOL'N ROLLA GareY ou The Beet
OI IIA4r Ul1IMatDesk
BLACK WATER Dodds Brothers
9 DREAM Join Lannon

PROPAGANDA, Sparks
Island
ROCK ON, David Essex
CBS
THE BEST OFJOHN DENVER,
Victor
John Denver
41
31
ATAPESTRYOFDREAMS
Charles Aznavour
r Barclay
32 26 RAINBOW, Peters and Lee
Philips
33 25 SERENADE, Neil Diamond
CBS
34
MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS VOL. 9,
Various
Tamla Motown
35 40 THE BEST OF BRED Bred
Elektra
36
INNVERVISIONS Stevie Wonder
Tamla Motown
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MILES OFAISIES-JorII MIN/WI
HEART UK A WHEEL -Linde Romani&
RELAY ER-Y.s
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
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DARK HORSE -Georg. He Moon
WAR CHILD
Tug
BACA HOME AGAIN-John Denser
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AU. THE GIRLS IN THE WORLD BEWARE-Grand Funk
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dIM

THEati WORLD/THEIR
HITSWT
AEC/DM}e!E
25 TOLE DDO
Carlin
Use
20 37 RU US12D-Rutust. luring Oulu Khan
21 24 ICANHE LP-BI
Ann
22 10 GOODNIGHT VIENNA-Ringo Stew
23 29 SOUVENIRS-Len Fogelberg
24 32 PRIME TIME- Tony Oriendoi Darn
25 27 THE SILVER F OX- CherIA BIN
26 S CAUGHT UP-MAIM*Jackson
27 33 PHOEBE SNOW
28 34 EXPLORES YOUR MIND-Al Groan
29 31 THREE DEGREES
P5SedMdaY
30 D HERE'S JOHNNY 'MAGIC MOMENTS FROM THE T01aGITT9
STARRING JOHNNY CARSON
Caella.a
31 16 BUTTER FLY
b SbNoand
-32 47 SO WHAT-Jae Welsh
AEU
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MELODIES OF LAVE-Bobby Vlntm
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Love Unlimited

J.N M Schell

EXPRESSB T. Express
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36 ANGIE BABY Helen Reddyl
35 THE ENTERTAINER
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MO THE DOOR O F ME SUN (AN Porte Del Sole)

50 60
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BURGLE IN THE JUNGLE Jethn Tull
ONLY YOU
LADY MARMALADE LaBelle
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THE FlRST.THE LAST, MY EVERY THING
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ANGGEEESSD void
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Decca
CBS

Frenki. Yell

MY HEAD

32
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RPM/BBC 'chart
BRITISH MARKET
BUREAU / MUSIC WEEK
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31
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MY EY ES ADOREDY OU

30 `39

39

Three

PILE DRIVER, Status Quo

30

34

WORLD OF YOUR 100 BEST TUNES

THE

StGA

AV( WITH DIAMONDS ENonloln

OUR BULLDOG DRINKS CHAMPAGNE Jim SWUM
READY Cat Sieve.

25

36
37

Elton John
DJM
REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE
Wombles
CBS
MUSIC EXPLOSION, Various
K -Tel
COUNTRY LIFE, Roxy Music
Island
BAD CO., Bad Company
Island
THIS ISTHEMOODYBLUES,
Moody Blues
Threshold
FOREVER AND EVER, Damis Roussos
Philips
BACK HOME AGAIN, John Denver Victor

SCOTT JOPLIN PIANO RAGS,
Joshua Rifkin

LUCY IN THE

35 27

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD,

Various
ABRAXAS,Santana
A THOUSAND VOLTS OF HOLT,
John Holt

ay

AOmni5e4

LYrydSkmN

REE BIRD

F

YOU'erryWE

-

33
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Werner are

O
LOOK IN MY EYES PRETTY WOMAN Tony OAando A
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29 LONELY
24LDELYEAÉec

--

V
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23

34

38

11
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~end

Donny A Marie
MORNING ADE OF THE MOUNTAIN
OM
BEST OF MY LOVE Eels.
CRAW
Grand Furl
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL
Chaim
Sae-0l.1ies
GET DANCIN' Disco Ta. end The
SWUM
DOCTOR'S ORDERS Canl Douro.
yn or
MOM
NEVER
MAN Peul Anke with Otlie Codes
ONE MAN WOMAN%ONEY WOkknnMAN
UMW SAW

25 SHEET SURRENDER John Denver
II' BIS Preetdn
22

m
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ANYTHING
Faces/Rod Stewart
Warners.
YOU'RE THE FIRST, THE LAST, MY
EVERYTHING Barry White
20th Century.
SIXTY MINUTE MAN Trammpa
Buddah
Bachman Turner Overdrive
Mercury
MY LAST NIGHT WITH YOU Arrow*
RAK

T'AIMEJane Birkin

11

UAW

MRBarry

Atlantic
RELAYER, Yes
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER,
Simon and Garfunkel
CBS
I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU,
Donny B Marie Osmond
MGM
MEDDLE, Pink Floyd
Harvest

21

20

GOOD LOVE CAN NEVER DIE

YOU'RE THE FIRST, THE LAST, MY
EVERYTHING
Barry White
20th Century
SIXTY MINUTE MAN Tramps
Buddah
WE LOVE EACH OTHER Charlie Rich
Epic
GONNA MAKE YOU A STAR David Essex
CBS

15
12

'11T

While Bend
PICK UP THE PIECES Average

19

YOU CAN MAKE ME DANCE, SING OR

JE

B

9
10

15

Private Stock

Alvin Stardust

8

113

_

-

1

19

27
28
29
30

Tamla Motown

6
30

6

20
21
23

26

Polydor
blizzard

5

16
17
18

24
25

4

28

14

.

Warners

Jayboy
24 34 STAR ON A TV SHOW The Stylistics Avco
Pye
Few
Chosen
25 26 FOOTSEE Wigan's
26 23 ROCK AND ROLL II GAVE YOU THE BEST
YEARS OF MY LIFE)
UK'
Kevin Johnson
RCA
27 36 SHOORAHI SHOORAHI Betty Wright

31

17
18
19

NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE Gloria Gaynor
Chelsea
MORNING SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
Donny B Marie Osmond
MGM
DOWN DOWN Status Quo
Vertigo
HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT
John Holt
Trojan
GOODBYE MY LOVE The Glitter Band Bell
PROMISED LAND Elvis Presley
RCA
SUGAR CANDY KISSES Mac B -Katie

Klsson

11

RCA
AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
22, SHOWADDYWADDY, ShowaddywaddyBell
18 HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond MCA
20 16 SMILER, Rod Stewart
Mercury
21
10 COP YER WHACK OF THIS
Polydor
Billy Connolly
22 24 NOT FRAGILE, Bachman -Turner Overdrive
Mercury
23 19 ROCK YOUR BABY, George McCraeJayboy

EMI
RCA
Rak

4

PLEASEMA

A&M

1

2

2

3
4

MG

Nell Sedab
LAUGHTER IN THE RAIN
FIRE Ohio Player.
Stasis Wonder
5 BOOGIE ON REGGAE WOMAN
YOU'RE NO GOOD Linda Bonsladt

1

Ourt

-

HEW RAGTIME FOLLIin ES
Orlando & Dean
WAITRESS IN THE DONUT SHOP-Merl. Muldaur
SE DAKA'S BACK -Nell Sedalia
WHAT WE IE ONCE VICES ARE NOW HAarTSDoebM Brother.
STORMSRI NOER-amp Purple
PERFECT ANGLE-Minnie Rlprem

TOTALECUPSE-BIIIy Cmlwm
BUN GODDESS-Ramsay Lawls

AEC

MS.
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ACE

Backing band does a Glitter

LEAVE

ALVIN'S HEART BREAKS

ALVIN Stardust's
backing band are to
start out on a solo
career
but it is
stressed that the
new venture will not
mean a spilt with
Alvin.
Going out under
the name of Alvin's

CLUBS

-

Diana
for the

ACE -will be featuring their new light-

r

ing system when
they headline their
first major London
concert appearance
at the end of March.
The band, cur-

Heartbeats, the

band's first single

UK?

rently recording

,

will be Chilli Willi,

expected in the

their follow-up to
How Long, hope to

MOW

stage the show at
the New Victoria
Theatre.

shops next month.

DIANA Ross, recently
voted world's top female

Following in the footsteps of the Glitter Band,

singer, may be corning to
London In the near future
to do location work for her

the Heartbeats Intend to
work and make records In
their own right. but will
new film
Sonfinue to back Alvin.
The title of the film Is at
Meanwhile Alvin and
present unknown. Mean- his Heartbeats are playwhile a new single is ing selected gigs around'
scheduled for release on the UK before leaving for
February 21.
dates In Europe.
Entitled Sorry Doesn't
When they return at the
Always Make It Right, It beginning of March It's
is coupled with a song straight into the studios
called Together.
for work on the new
A new album is also
Stardust album
Ith
anticipated but It has not promotional visits later
yet been released in the
States.

Dates set for the band
this 7honth are: Heavy
Steam Machine, Stoke

(February 1I; Trent

Poly, Nottingham (4);
County Ballroom. Taunton (6); Flamingo Ballroom, Hereford (7); Glen
Ballroom, Llanelli (0);

California Ballroom,

Thé

bryl-cream of rock and ró1Í
ROCK

PILOT, who leapt to the top spot this week, are unlikely to play any
further "live" gigs in Britain until late April.
Pressure of work including British TV and radio appearances,
several European trips and the recording of their new album has
ruled outicollege or concert appearances until the Spring.
Early April sees a new single from them and the bulk of May has
been set aside for a tour.

-

their first British hit,

-

PAPER Lace have a new single set for release next
week. Called Ritchie' A Ride '75 it is written by Mitch
Murray and Peter Callender,
Murray and Callender wrote the group's three
previous hits. Black -Eyed Boys, The Night Chicago
Died and Billy Don't Be A Hero.
Paper Lace will be appearing on Top Of The Pops
(February 8); Crackerjack (7) and "45" (8) before
they depart for their drat major American tour.

Is here to

end of a knuckle
sandwich courtesy of
those 10 New York

HELLO AGAIN
All Night written

-

HIT group Hello release a
new single en February
14, which has been
written for them by Gerry

Cadillac and anyone who
says they're ugly.. .

Band together with Eddie
Seaga

greasers, She Na Na
who else) They were in
London this week with
their '58 Fleetwood

set.
On

for the

February

SPARK

tJ

lulu show to

THE PEPPERS

be screened Februarys.

SOME THEM
THE THE MELOES have re
recorded and released the
tilt they had with Brbn
Poole,. Someone. On the B.
Ida will be My Friend
Delaney off the Trent.' last

album

Release date Is February

14.

5

1041

7wá

RARE BIRD
BUDGIE are to make three
rare London appearances
at Tarleke.
next month
ham Winne Post (February
2); Dagenham Roundhouse
(8) and Croydon Greyhound
(9).

-

MARCH FORWARD
NEW Country Joe

-

A

almply
McDonald album
titled Country Joe- V run
released this Friday. It was
planned for late Marto
release, but has been
brought forward because of

SRL 1119

MI

CC

JMH

Its success In America

110

T
UP IN THE CLOUDS
PILOT, are the first band to
keep the number one slot for
two weeks at Manchester's

"hot hits" commerdal rodeo
station, Piccadilly. And
naturally they were the first
chart toppers when Radio
Forth- to their home town
of

Edinburgh-

air this week

came on the

REEVES QUITS
J

tit

TONY REEVES basslnt and
founder of GreenWde, has
quit the band because of
musical dMorrneea lids
hoping to get another band
together la the near future.
which won't necessarily play
the name sort of

Greeadsde.

murk ss

.

Also Available

Their First Album

Including Their Hit Singe
'PEP'ER BOX'
& Lb It,_)o It
SRLP 113

Distributed by PYE Records (Soles) ltd.,

20

they

appear on Geordie Scene
and on March 22 they will
be on Saturday Scene.

NEIL IN
a spot

by the

group themselves.
The band continue their
current serles of concert
and
ballroom tours and
Shepherd and John
Springate of the Glitter have two television spots

It Is called Game's Up
and is coupled with Do It

ñvklrer******

Dunstable (15); Winter
Gardens, Penzance (21);
Plymouth Guildhall (22);
Bristol University (28).

NEIL Sedake arrives In
London on Friday and on
Sunday will be recording

Magic, Is now high in the
charts.

LACE TAKE A
RIDE

'n' roil

stay, right, or you might
find yourself on the other

PILOT GROUNDED
Their European commitments Include a flying
visit to Holland for TV on
January 31; three days in
Brussels (February 1418) for Belgian TV; two
days In France (February 20 and 21) and four
trips to Germany where

THE

.

MIRROR,
REFORD & POPSWOP

d

Lindisfarne
bow out

Suzi's first headline tour

RAK ON THE ROAD
SUM Quatro sets out
on

The tour dates are:
Apollo. Glasgow (Febru-

and will be sup-

Newcastle (24); Hard
Rock. Manchester (25):
Guildhall, Preston (26);

her first head
lining tour of Britain
later In February

ported by Cozy

Powell's Hammer

and Arrows.
The tour, known
as the Rak Road show, will have all

tickets priced at
£1.50, and they will
go on sale at box
offices and the usual

ticket agencies at 10
am on Saturday,
February 8.

ary 23); City Hall,

Cockney Rebel.

Following five days of
concerts in Norway and
Sweden between Februare 5 and 9, Sailor open
the Kiki Dee tour at
Portsmouth Guildhall on

February

15.

London's Rainbow
Theatre (8).

Suzi's new single. Your
Mama Won't Like It goes
on sale this Friday, and
the Arrow's latest My
Last Night With You, is

COOPER,

Queen of bad taste,
to

joining Aerial Bender's new band.

already in the shops.
Cozy Powell is due to
release an instrumental
single, as yet untitled, on
February 14.

Other confirmed gigs
are: Croydon. Fairfield
Hall (16); Stoke. Heavy
Steam Machine (17);
Birmingham Town Hall
(19): Brighton Dome
(21); Bristol Colston Hall
(22); Strathclyde Coiner.
slty (27); Manchester
Free Trade Hall (28);

Cardiff University
(March 1) and Drury
Lane Theatre Royal,
London (2).

Sailor,

who had

to

THE television studios were mobbed
by fans as a

cancel their last proposed
tour, when Mott The
Hoople split, headline
their own gig at Liverpool

University

on

February
nationwide

and begin a
tour with Cockney Rebel
in mid -March (dates still
to be confirmed).
28

They also plan a new
single for early spring
release followed by a
second album In late
May.

is

Britain this

from his acclaimed Alice

Cooper Roadshow epic in
the States is expected to
tour with him in what
amounts to a solo venute
for the star.
Negotiations are still
going on with his personal
manager Shep Gordon
with the aim of bringing a
full orchestra here plus

the band that recorded his
soon -to -be -released solo

album, Welcome To My
Nightmare. The show
also features special

lighting and costumes.

Alice completes the solo

flight by signing a new
record contract with

Anchor Records for the
entire world save North

-

Anchor's first
America
American signing.
The first release will be
his solo album produced
by Bob Eatin .and
featuring Lou Reed
sidekick, guitarist Steve
Hunter. Cooper's own
group is also still together
and will continue recording with him on the
Warners/ Reprise label.

Manchester Free Trade

Hall (24);

Reading

University (25); Guildford Civic Hall (26);

London. Southbank Poly
(28); Leeds University
(March 1); Birmingham
Town Hall (3); Hove
Town Hall (4); Brunel

SINGLE

KOKOMO
SIGN

AFTER a number of
contractual difficulties,
Kokomo have signed

a

recording contract with
CBS and have an album
called Kokomo and a
University, Uxbridge (7); single from the album
Cambridge Corn Ex- rush released in the UK
change (8); Chatham un February H.
Central Hall (9).
The contract is a long
Hull University (11); term. world wide deal and
Leicester University comes in the middle
of
(13); Sheffield University Kokomo's involvement
(14 ; St Andrews Hall, with the 1975 Naughty
Norwich (15).
Rhythms tour. Two extra
H ranw yn Hall, Kokomo dates have
been
.Swansea (17); Top Rank, added to that, Sussex
Cardiff (18); Liverpool University on February
University (19); Bristol 12 and Cambridge Corn
University (20); Heavy Exchange on -February
Steam Machine, Stoke 27.
(26); Malvern Winter
After that the band will
Gardens (27); St Albans be
four dates In
City Hall (29); Croydon, Newplaying
York and seven In
Greyhound (30).
Los Angeles.

STEVE Swindells. whose
first album, Messages,
was out last summer, has
formed his own band to be
called Steve Swindell's
Swallow,

bar

based mi the theme
BBC -2 play, ill

released In April a
single taken from

sjrortly. The

new byes

be formed, hope to

an album out ao
followed by a UK lot
the spring.

It is

the second

final split of Undid
the first split ev
Jack the Lad _ sad
climaxed by a fare
gig in their natl.

-

Newcastle with foe
members of Umtata;
now in

Jack the
Joining in.

L

-

-

and as you can see we
managed to capture that

great combination of
Alvin Stardust and
Maggie Bell, with Sonny
also getting her head in.

nf

features two track» with
Jeff Baxter on lead guitar
and two with bass player
Waiter Becker on lead, is
due for British release In

Birmingham Town Hall

ELO
TOUR
ELO, WHOSE

(24).

ELO's album Eldorado

is released In this country
on January 31, but there
are no plans as yet for a

album

February.

single.

Eldorado has just gone

gold in America,'are to
begin a UK Tour in mid-

FINAL
HOUSE

STEEL

February.
They will be supported
by a five -piece band

HERE

.

called Chopyn who have a

debut single In the

FOLLOWING

and dates and venues
be announced soon.

debut, American guitarist

Larry Coryell's Eleventh
House, will definitely
wind up their February
tour of Britain at the

will

Meanwhile, their longawaited new album has
undergone a title change.
Originally planned as
Katy Lies, it's now Katy
Lied.
The album, which

Poly (14); York University (15); London, Drury

(16); Bristol,
Colston Hall (17):
Lane

a week of

confusion concerning
their London concert

PLANS for Steely Dan to
tour Britain in late spring
are currently underway,

Midnight Hour released
on January 31
Dates for the tour are:
February:- Newcastle

SIZED UP
RUFUS, who are din h
tour Britain at the Pad el

February, have aere
single rut shortly mile

Stop On By, taken tram
their new album, lain
sired.
The disc will be le
shops on February H,
and their Iret album whlci, was 51ñtr
Rufus
released in this roaetr7,
will also ha as unable.

-

Rainbow Theatre.
The band will appear as

special

guests

on

MPs

a

concert topped by Soft
Machine on February 17.
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Date is right

his McGear album.
One track is Giving
Grease A Ride written by
Mike McGear and his

-

m

Alan Hull's soloNa

gramme.

GEAR"

Steve's
Message

forming a new

4

MIKE McGEAR has a
double Aslded single
released on February 7,
both tracks taken from

brother, Paul McCartney,
and the other track is Sea
Breezes written by Bryan
Ferry.

h
plans, which leaves
three others, R
J
son, Charlie Hareq
Tommy Duffy

Rod Stewart was with
for the
Gary Glitter
second time this week

CURVED Air coincide the release of their new album Curved Air
Live on February 28 with an extensive British tour. it kicks off at
Watford Town Hall on February 20.
The band made a "comeback" tour in November and December
last year, after a lay-off of two years, the success of which decided
the band to stay together on a permanent basis.
Other dates are' City

stood to have made

RSTART

glittering array of
stars turned up to'
see themselves on a
run through of
London Weekend's
new Supersonic pro-

Sheffield, City Hall (20);
Salford University (21);
Leeds University (22);

CURVED AIR GO LIVE
Hall, Newcastle (21);
Glasgow University (22);

Keyboard player Kenny Craddock Is under

-

the

saurner for at least five
major Concert dates.
The entire company

they
that musically
the
have reached
end of the road with
t.
the current
Alan Hull solo
records a which
album Squire
is likely to be the
basis for a solo

career, while drummer Paul Nichols beIs
reported to

bringing his lavish
radshoe

current they feel
because

i

Alice's nightmare
rolls in
ALICE

of their
the end UK

Inn

Sailor choose tour

SAILOR have scrapped
all plans for club and
college one-nighters over
the next two months in
fadnur of nationwide
tours with Kiki Dee and

LINDISFARNE
ARE splitting up at

Stadium, Liverpool

(March 3); City Hall,
Sheffield (4): Town Hall,
Birmingham (6); Gate
most. Ipswich (6); and
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TIlE TYMES
ac.,.,,
145 GRRCE
ALBUM

FROM THEIR LATEST

"TRUSTMAKER"
APL 10727

BETTY WRIGH
SHOORRH-

SHOORRH
RCA 2491

CLIMBING,FAST IN THECHARTS!

HUES CORPORRTION
I'LLTRKE.R MELODY.,,.,
FROM` THEIR ROCKIN' SOUL ALBUM

RCA \\
RCA... THE'SOUL-EXPLOSION COMPANY
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RECORD b POPS
song so far has been
It only repeats airs tl
words. Wakeltn d,
this: "All the word. e
mine except the 11
floats like a butter
stings like a bee' cei "Ie
'my face is so pretty,
for the rest, he may
something sindlar ice St
N
lines I've written, but lb

6

THURSDAY
AFTERNOON
In

:

the

heart of Soho finds

'Johnny Wakelin

.i:.

looking like he just
went ten rounds with
the champ. But let's

get It straight right'
from the start: a.
boxer he is not, a T
black man he is not,
and the boss of
reggae outfit he
most certainly is
not!

R
"tttt

-+

-

a

Mind you sitting in his
3ubllsher's office with a
glass of sherry at hand.
tie could pass for a boxer.
He's a big man and talks
with the confidence of

MOHAMMED WHO 7
THIS IS JOHNNY
WAKELIN ! I

not a copy, I don't

people to think I °Y are
write songs without eae'i
ling ideas frcen sorri"Q

else."

Johnny recede,

at least 24 wings

and believes strrxlgly
he's going to make ittha
both a songwriter ono";

singer. Already one moo
never Try To Understand

A

someone who knows he's
onto a good thing. Y'see
basically Johnny Wakelin
is a 32 -year -old cabaret

singer and songwriter

;I's

whose dearest wish is to

break into the'Blg Time'
alongside such classic
Crooners as Eng"lbert

4

-

Jones. Mohammed .All
Black Superman may not
he in that class but it's

A Woman, Is being
c on.
sidered by perry
Then there's the follo w e
to Black Superman .n
other dedication song,

04

Dedication
"I wanted

401>mgdo

Bib

He says:

41rf

#54.

Humperdinck and Tom

4 one more dedleation
record would be best I've
written it already and

though I'm not saying
who it's about in ease of
more Competition - I

-

Bemused

think it could

Last week the single
was pushing the sales
graph higher and higher
while Johnny was busy
appearing on Top Of The
Pops and desperately trying to sort out a stage act

`1;
c,

t

move towards the the sort
of career he wants. He

band, then over the weekend they were playing
their first gigs together.
Not surprisingly he was a
little bemused by the
whole affair- An afternoon of interviews left
elm gasping: "I'm just

says: "It's got to be cabaret eventually because I

i

overwhelmed by the
whole thing."

potential"

the biggest possible

do impressions of other

111

s

break. On the morning
after the fight a demo of
the song was delivered to
LBC
the London all news commercial station

-

-newsanditemwasthatplayed
went out to

Britain's commercial stations. The
most of

clamour was Instant and
led to one of the fastest
single productions on

record. Within a week the
single had been cut and
was in the shops, but then
came the rub: Georgle
Fame was only a week
behind with All Shuffle
a

-

fact which upset

Johnny.
"I felt he must have
heard my song," he said.
and thought to himself
his is a good thing to get
'

-

nocence and uncorrupted

That paean of in.

love, Tell Laura I have
her took the roof off as the
dancer. In skin-diving
tight lame formed it chap.
el of arms in which the
singer could testify his
undying love.
-

Thin was rock 'n' roll

showbiz. and why not?
Everything about it was
faultless right down to the
Dansette sounding lead

Kollar and the hyped up
parish hall bassist.
The picture was complete when Runaway DID
soundlike Del Shannon;
Yakety Yak was The
Coasters, and as for At

onto'. Anyway it got onto
the BBC playllst Immediately while mine was
turned down
probably
because he Is a known

-

The Hop it was much
more like Danny And The
Juniors than any vision of
Woodstock.
Only during the "Sisa

Na Na Dance Competition" did the pace
start to flag, even though
the whole concept was
well within It's period
betcha can't remember
Carroll Levis, and his discoveries!
Trouble was the girl
dancers, who were supposedly from the audience,

-

didn't

iI

",

pose enough.

Where was the chewing
gum and the bee -hive
hal rstyles?
But when the band shot
into numbers like Hound
r,

l`
)

a

SHA NA N.-s

by Pete
Harvey

artist. I must admit I was
worried by the record, I
thought It was strong
competition, but everyone
told me not to worry since
they thought mine was
more of a singalong type

-

radio man

boxing

promoter Jack Solomons
and even Mohammed All
himself, have been promoting the record. It was
played on All's controver-

of number,

sial televised bout with
Michael Parkinson, and it

Since those first doubts
manager Paul Bollingdale
an experienced

around the radio stations
by Hollfngdale.
Biggest criticism of the

-

Ill sing

was

cleverly touted

SUPERTRAMP / GALLAGHER AND LYLE /
BIRMINGHAM TOWN
HALL.
IN THESE days of inflat-

ed Concert prices, three
acts for a mere pound is
very good value, particu-

larly when the acts

mgas a
Pee

struggled for years,' roe
always been confident 1
had three auditions for
Opportunity Knocks and
was turned down each
time. it's very hard fora
singer like me and be
sides I don't think awl
know the difference between good and bad. - "
Whether his confidence
is warranted or not re
mains to be seen, meat'
while Johnny Wakelln U
making the most of

EVES.

ES®

creem on their combs as
they pounded away at the
that good of rock 'n' roll.

turned it full up.
The 10 man time - warp
from the streets ,of New
York ran through a show
slicker than the Bryl-

- -

r

gae. I rate myself
singer and though

NA NA / HAMMERSMITH ODEON
THE AGE of the Daneette
was re -born on Sunday
when, Sha Na Na
greased up and ready to
kick our backsides in

.

like reggae.

111
BIZA

singers. I have the per.
sonality for cabaret
Don't get me wrong, I
enjoy everything about
the business all types at
and I'd like to
venues
do dance halls for a
while. Then If I go to a
place where they like
soul, I'll sing soul. lithe

e

;

.

on a

Despite this faith however, the song was naturally dismissed by record
companies until after the
fight. Fortunately it got

be even

bigger than Superman It
won't be reggae Ms time
though, we're going to
record it with a big or
chestra and I'm really
looking forward to that.'
After that single Wakelin will make a maw.

with the Kinshasa Band.
On Thursday night he
was travelling up to Birmingham for his first
proper practice with the

And I wrote the song because I thought It would
have great commercial

to

release a ballad next to
show the public that Pee
got the voice, but the
1
record company thought

probably as good a stepping stone as anyone
could wish for.

He wrote the song two
months before the All Foreman fight secure in
the belief that All would
win.
I do like boxing to a
Certain extent," he said.
"But I'm more of an All
fan. I think he is what he
says he Is, the greatest!

to hay.

He has great faith writiall
In them

ll

li

SUPERTRAMP

e

In

question turned In such

satisfactory

performances.
New boy CHRIS DE
BURGH got the ball rolling with a pleasant, if
limited, selection of folk
orientated songs. Things

warmed up nicely,
though, as GALLAGHER
.AND

LYLE, Scotland's

most musical cowboys,
set about showing
Dog, Rock Around The you don't have to be that
high
Clock and Splash Splash, energy or high volume
ladies and greasers this succeed In bringing toa
was where your culture smile to people's faces.
began and you could do When I'm Dead and
Gone
nothing but dig ii,
and I Believe In You were
It was flash, profes- both fine examples of how
sional nostalgia ride with to be laid back and acousfour encores (all perfectly tic without being boring.
SVPERTRAAMP have
rehearsed you understand) reminding every- been around for quite a
one of the value of the while now and hence a lot
of people take them for
rock 'n' roll pantomime.
granted, which is a shame
DAVID HANCOCK because while they
may

not have new fare-., they

Theiramusic defies atny
easy description but,
basically, it's a fusion
of
POP and rock with the
emphasis

on the former.
INs hardly fair
single
anyone out hum tosuch
tight unit for speciala
praise but Roger Hodgson
un piano and
vocals really
was outstanding, parties'.
lady on the lower key
numbers like Hide in
Your Shell.
Sinter Moonshine and
lady followed both being

two

good examples of 10151 Ito

eC

much Influence the
0000Y / Keybusrd
1'4
has within the band. f!;
evening finished le a
style with the Incluúol
their new single' Dr.

tfrt

mee and the dike
new' sibace

from the

cry

Crime of the
ICs highly
s
M
Supertrcmp wliib.Ma
big impact on
-d
single end culwrlr
and H they don h trru
surely R .11Ibe the
of the mature.
ALAN ADNA
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THE VERY FABULOUS FREDDIE WAS
1

41P14.,

T

O

.
f

r

é'X

i

going to do it. We know

THE QUICK

SUGAR .,
CANDY
KISSES
Written by Tony Waddington /
Wayne Bickerton
Sung by Mac and Katie Kissoon

Oh honéy I'm so in love with you
Say we'll always be together
Tell me you love me too
Sugar Candy Kisses
Sugar Honey Love
Summer nights I've spent with you
Are what I'm thinking of

Just sugar candy dreaming

I'm by the one I love

POPS111/OP
SONGWORDS
Just you and me together till the
morning light
You swept me off my feet
My heart skipped a beat when you
held me close to you
What else could I do but fall In love
with you

Repeat Chorus

tell me baby you're gonna stay
that's all I pray
We can't let love like ours just fade
away
So come on now sweep me off my
So

Yes you're my sugar candy kind of
guy
My sugar candy love.

feet make my heart skip a beat
Hold me close to you, what. else can

You showed me what love was like

Copyright (C) 1974 Pamslae Music
Ltd & ATV Music

that summer night

we can do It.

SILVER Girl has
style, but it's not

1

do,

I'm so in love with you.

Qs

`r

stems back to those
balmy days in East
Africa.
"My uncle had a
villa in Dar-Es-Sa
lem, only yards from
the sea, and in the
morning I'd be woken by the servant
and clutching an orange juice I'd literally step out on to
the beach.
"In

Class Is what Freddie
and Queen are all about
as they currently hurtle
up the charts with Now
r

he's always been used to
living a pop star's life.
"I'm very well looked
after, but I need It because we've got so many
pressures. I meant can't
make myself a cup of tea,
I'm useless at it, sot have
someone te make It for
me. That's the kind of

environment I live in,"
said.

he

Legs crossed and wears
log his favourite red velvet doublet he admitted
that his upbringing had
been "sort of middle

Class".
In fact his father was in
government service and
Freddie ilved a long time

I'm Here, another cut
from their highly -praised
Sheer Heart Attack album.
He

.

writes and sings of

champagne and laser
beams and when he's re.

.

1

distinctive

enough to be different.
The wealth and glittering
success he has achieved
with Queen would turn
anyone's head. Not so.
our Mr Mercury.
Relaxing between management meetings this
week, he confessed that
he liked the flamboyance
of life and any style he
had was certainly not cul-

Killer

single."

way I've been
very fortunate, even in
the early days. I love
being pampered, it's just
something that's grown
with me. "
In an era of working
class pop heroes. Freddie
Mercury stands out as

someone

think versatility is

Queen was a massive hit
and the ideal is to rome up
with an equally classy

a

tivated. Quite simply,

r+

"I

one of our assets.

just cultivated, it

by DavidHancock
In the

tropics

- wfth'ser
-

vants, of course. He went
to boarding school
in
India, where else? At the
moment he's living In a
Kensington fiat, but after
Queen's 60 -day tour of the
States, he says he's hoping to get a detached
place In London's fashionably chic area, Barnes.
He is a true professional

and remarkably confident of his success.
Fame rests easily

on his

shoulders, and he gives
the impression, rather
like royalty, of someone
being groomed from birth
for his role in life. Queen
Is an apt name for the
band.

"Sometimes

I

think,

'Oh my God, they meet
think I'm working so hard
to cultivate all thin', but
I'm not," he added. "I'd
hate to live under false

pretences. Queen are not

frauds.
"We presented a kind of
an image. We weren't
putting any labels on it.
We said this Is Queen, this
is our music and this is
how we present ourselves.

"The funny thing about

Queen Is that no one can
put their finger on it and
we don't want to give it to
them. We say, 'this Is us
and It Is up to you to
interpret it. '
"The eampness and the

flamboyance cornr_s into
it. We like to dress up,"
he

confessed.

"If you

cultivate something it is only for the
short term and we arein it
for the long lasting thing.

are one of the bands
who are going to take a
piece of the action. We're
We

laxing likes to listen to
Liza Mlnelli. Sparks or
Jim' Hendrix.
Freddie has been with
Queen for four years and
he reckons the band's university education has
helped give them a broader outlook, though he admits that in the early days
they were manipulated
like so many of today's
young bands.
"You all go through
that, but you learn by
your mistakes," he said.
"Now we don't just go into
the studio and make
records, but follow everything else through and
make sure it's being dune
the way we want It.
"That goes from the art
work on the album
sleeves to the inner bags
and dealing with record
companies and management. It's like undertaking a huge project."
Given the time and opportunity he rather fancies the Idea of

writing

a

musical show, though he
confessed It takes film a
long time to write song

lyrics.
"What comes easiest

to
me are melodies and song

structures rather than ly-

rics," he said.

He should have added
that he also had a penchant for style and breeding. You see, for all the
campness Freddie Mercury is every inch a gentleman.

RECORD
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From Edinburgh
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SCOTLAND'S national It,,,

THE. Bay City Roller
made It from Edinburgh.
P i l o

draper

At

eelvea are coninced

la that they have to be the
Nigel Imps crlahed

feaaeoai" hand In sccatland.
Says 18 - year - old
Curtis Fraser: "There's
four of us in the band. Me
on lead guitar, Dougle

Moncriee on guitar, Doug
MacDonald on bass and
drummer Mitch Mitchel.
The four of us and our
roadie Gordon sleep in the

one room.
"We find, providing we
sleep with the windows
wide open, this is the ideal
arrangement for two reasons: it saves money and
tf anybody comes up with
an idea at, say four in the
morning we nudge each

1Aa

Rollers made h.

Pilot 'nade ft.

Tlv,l,

5Pawnal

Irogi
di: burgt,

ooHq'atí

f

.0*

Mop
SA. owlag.

rf

gashing a fan club, too.
The band's been going

for three years. A few
months ago they gave up
their jobs
as a butch-

...

S

something down musi"The struggle to survive on very modest little
gigs where we're de.
lighted if we break even is
tough enough. We've got
to have our enthusiasm
combat all the hassels of
simply existing from day
to day and leave something over for us to mature musically.
"We're all nuts in the
band, you see, and we're
sure we're going to do
what the Rollers or Pilot
did. Maybe every band
thinks its destined foe

.

9

er, boutique salesman,
to,
deejay and joiner

...

risk It professionally.
"We scrape along on the
gigs we're lucky enough
to pick up," says Mitch.
"We're not taking dole

cally..

money' Each of us likes to
In think he's too strong morEdinburgh
in a back - ally to sign on. How about
room at Dougle MacDo- that? A band with more
were delighted and de- nald's home
and Bell ale!"
Shadowfax meantime
moralised to 'get the in- Rave theatapes. We'd
vitation. How did they liked to have used the are banking on a buzz
raise the money for the Craighall Studios in from Bell. They're looktrain fare?
Edinburgh, where Pilot ing for the day when the
Curtis again: "Dougle did most of their early big break comes and they
Moncrieff pawned his 'work, but as always, mon- can face the camera with
a little pride. For the
cassette recorder and we ey was tight."
picture session that proborrowed from several
Shadowfax generate a duced the one featured
sources. We had a half hour chat with producer sound that's somewhere here they borrowed a 095
Eddie Sesgo and he let us between the Rollers and Gibson. Curtis confessed:
take two songs away with Status Quo, they say. "Really I play a (20 Zen one by Paul Da "Nice music if you're out ta. But It looks better, a
us
Vinci and another by the for a good time," claims little bit of sham in the
Glitter Band. We've since, Curtis. "If the music .picture, doesn't it?"
couple of demo tapes Bell
asked the band to London
in December. Shadowfax

stardom but Shadowfax
on

Shadowf..a

doesn't get you, then the
IN real - a whole year before their "discovery" - the visuals wilt That's how
Beatles were the toast of Merseyside. They built a huge we're planning it but prefollowing in their own town, yet no record company sentation comes second.
would sign them. They were unknown.
We think we've got llltie
In 1978, as in any other year, the same situation enough resources to be
prevails. Hundreds of groups all over the country, realistic and get our pripotentially great bands, are being forced to quit because orities right."
they remain "undiscovered".
It's Shadowfax's claim,
This week we're launching a new series which will too,
that they're the most
hopefully change all that. We've asked rock writers all inexpensively dressed
over the country to sort out the top band in their locale, pro band in the business
with one proviso: the bands must, not have been signed north of the Border.
by a record company.
followers Dldi and
We're calling the series Stepping Stone in the hope that Camp
Irene design the clobber
it is just that for the bands involved.
and make It. They're or.

other and try and put

are not

NaN

e

spirit runs strong 1,

SHADOWFAX

least Shndowfax themIlley're going to complete
the hat - trick for the
s(ottlsh Capital Their so"
Bran claim to hoe so far

leadisFras

Curt

Then
Net ... Shadowfax. t.

me

their own with

the optimism. Bell

recorded them

-

-

BY JOHN

...

Records think we've got
something."
On the strength of a

DANA:

saying hello again

SOME POP people leave you cold and you don't
particularly worry whether they make the charts or
not. With Dana it's different. She's friendly, happy,
natural and deserving every break.
For nine long weeks if you've been following the
'Breakers' list you'll have seen her latest disc, Please
Tell Him That I Said Hello, hover around the Top 50. It's
been at 51 and then
-

sometimes re-

-

treated 'to around'

I,
`

v

And then suddenly last

Tuesday when the new
chart came'dver. the telephone wires and we had

reached 38 came thoah
words, "Please Tell Him I
Said Hello, Dana on GTO
records". She had made
it. The long, long sleep

outside the
over.

50

listing was

Dana heard the news,in
Wolverhampton, as she's
in Slade territory, in pantomime and will be so for
some weeks yet

60.

It just seemed one of
those things. the disc was
going to be a long, long
time in the breakers and
never make the big - time,
the chart 50, which to any
artist means a sudden upsurge of interest from everyone In radio, television
and papers.

t
41'

-.

GIBSON

,

"I did some pantomime
and television and sang
All Kinds Of Everything
over and over again, and
couldn't get away f[r7'yynrr
Eurovislon. 1972 though
was a very hard year.
So Dana set herself the
task of establishing a

Even she was a 'little
stunned for she too has
watched her disc hovering around the 50 and
looked each week with

bated breath for the

'hoped' listing. She had
two simple words for It.
all, "At last!"
Those

Of

you with mem-

ories or at least a few
years under your belt will
know she's been to chart -

.

'

Eleven months later

`

'

"That first year, the

Eurovislon success was
spent mainly abroad. I
did have another hit but
the first song and its associations kept me going.

epilogue time) and a few
days back guested on the

Simplicity

saw things improve and
by autumn of '74 I was
getting together a lovely
series on BBC TV. I say
lovely because it was so

she was back with Who
different from anything
Put The Lights Out and ' that had been done bethat was 1971 but four fore, I think it was the
years have passed since.
first ever serles with a
So where has she been?
singer performing on loone when I had all the

London Thames late
night chat programme (e
rather intelligent use Of

looking Irish girl
triumphing
"The next two years

weeks in the 20. -

whole week talking on

Jimmy Tarbuck

over all opposition at the song contest

chart and had eight

Time will obviously an.

aver that but in recent
weeks she's spent the

basically singing act
which
did not i`ely on
people remembering the
fresh - faced, gorgeous

land before. Her 1970 Eurovision song, All Kinds
Of Everything topped the

Associations

.

cation.

"I had this little white
sport's car and drove
all
over the place and sometimes when I stopped or
visited a particular place
I just broke into song. It
was all done live and
provided some problems

when musical backing
was added!"

At present the next major booking is a summer
season at Southport. And
if her disc has by now

made the 30 then it means
Top Of The Pops and perhaps making more appearances on various TV
shows singing her hit.
It's nice that Dana has
made the charts once
more. She's no Grace
Slick, Janis Joplin or Ca
role King but then I doubt
If she alms that way! Her

way doesn't really deserve a show - biz or OOP
description for ire very
much her, it's fresh and

Whilst the serles, Girl
Called Dana, ran onABBC
2 she was getting
into

pantomime and once
ends in March Dana It
is
hoping for some rest
though she says, "I've not
had a real holiday for
years and will I now with
the present

success,"

s.

lively with deceptive

pitchy.

sin

herAnd as he
self: "I didn't reallsayy wad
to be a singer or be on tine

stage.

Holiday

TV

show,

I

haven't culti-

vated an image like, say
Gary Glitter, Anyway'
whatever you are the pub'
lic will look and decide.
It
wantingwayand

toIs

knra,
"km.'
I'

people, the people who
listen and hear My tine u
music and I'm deeply re*
gious. I'm happy!"

TONY JASPER
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THE GLITTER BAND REVEAL TO AN ASTONISHED WENDY HODGSON

'

V

,

1

flIPThef
§5\

AS

THE nation tightens its belt and the

apprehension about vis-

iting the States, Gerry
population prepares for the predicted replied: "No, we're
gloomy slump into the future, it seems feeling fairly confident.
even though we've seen
apparant that one or two changes are going bands
arriving back
to be made.
home looking none too
However, one change that's unlikely to happy.' We understand

occur is the removal of the Glitter Band's
image. Their visual presentation has been a
part of the group since its introduction to
the music field, three years ago.
Gerry Shepherd, songwriter and guitarist, looks
few years ahead and
finds It difficult to forsee
the band we'tlout it's
legendary ."glitter Ima

He says: "The
band is three years older,
and we've matured in
that time and learnt a lot
more. We are aware of
the vast numbers of
people who know us, our
sound and our show our
raunchy rock and roll
songs are very distinctive. And so, when
you've given that much to
music, It's very difficult
to imagine us ever
growing out of or
dropping the image we've
given so much for.
"I'm sure that if anyone
from the 70's is to be
remembered In the next
decade, It will be Gary

age".

-

Glitter and the Glitter
Band. Gary particularly,
because he made such a

dramatic impact on the
pop scene.

He was the

first person in with the
glitter gimmick, he had

the right name and the

whole presentation. "
But Gerry is shocked by
the heavy, progressive
bands which can be found
in many London pubs. "I

have to

smile,"

he

continues "they slip into
their sequined jackets,
yet, in the next breath,
they reveal their distaste
for the Image of the

Glitter Band."

With the dawning of a
year, The Glitter
Band are aiming for
new

greater achievements

than those already gained
in '74. Having -proved
they were capable of

producing hit records
without the influence of
fore - man Gary Glitter.
they are now aiming for
three number une hit
records over in the
States.
The group's first trip to
America will take place
this summer, where a
serles of TV and radio
shows have been lined

up.

Asked whether

there:s any

feelings, of

it's pretty tough out there,
but we're going to have a
darn good try at breaking
the

barrier."

Most members of the

Glitter Band contribute

to

the songwriting, though
the group's past three hits
have been written by

Shepherd, including

Goodbye My Love, their
current release which has
zipped into the charts.
And unlike the other
three singles, Goodbye
My Love is sung by John
Springate as opposed to
Gerry Shepherd and has
a more refined melody
c9mpared with the band's

p`revlous recordings,

which have been classed
as almost identical save
for the lyrics.
Did this mean then, that
the band were preparing
for a change of direction?

Gerry

answered:

"I

wrote the song without
any intentions of changing the group's format

weren't purposely
trying to get away from
our usual style, it just
happened that way, and
We

we all liked
"If the

it

Glitter Band
released something like

White Christmas"

he

continues "then you'd say
it was a phenomenal
change of direction, but

that still wouldn't be

so

because you'd know by
listening to the first few
bars that it was a G.B.

record. It would have
that same sound, our
trade mark.
"You do something just
that IIttié bit different and
you get people saying
'why are you changing
your style?' almost as if

shouldn't."
Riding high

you

hobby

on

his

horse after that

remark, Gerry winds
down and discloses what
a soft, romantic person he
is. "When I write songs"
he starts "I try to put in

incidents which are
personal tome, but which
will also apply to
everyone else.

"I

got

the

idea

for

writing Goodby My Love
after waving off a very
close friend of mine at

Stanstead airport So
while It's personal to me It

will also

be personal to
many more people in the
country who knows the
feeling of saying goodbye
to someone they're close
to.

AIICL5062

"

So while they are
waving good-byes to old
aquaintances In fantasy,
to reality they will be
waving many more
hello's for a long time to
come, or so the Glitter
Band assures us.

MARKETED BY ANCHOR RECORDS -AVAILABLE FROM EAU
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MARL ROLAN Is alh'e and well
and Living In LA. He isn't a
spaced -out junkie nor a dipso
addicted to boot polish; the man's
busy working on important
showbiz projects that could prove
to be the most exciting thing he's
done since the forming of T. Rex.
I spoke to the king of mystical
etfins (and all that jazz) about his
Past, present and future .
.

WHATEVER HAPPENED
0 THE TEENAGE
.. JAN ILES
FINDS OUT
REAM

When It comes to sexual delights, Bolaois a self - canhssed paramour. So I ask
about his bedroom prowess .
Can 1 ask about , . . well .
. not sex

exactly

.

Co on, ask me about 'sex. "
You dn't have any hang-ups about it, do
you?
Well no, I know I'm pretty good."
Oh, so now or know.
You never talk about your
private life to the press,

why?

"Well nobody asks

that's why."

me

Were you ever shy of
Kirin?
"Well no. If I was nine
when I started getting it
together I couldn't have

been shy
discreet."

.

.

just

Are you heterosexual?
"No, bisexual, but I
believe I'm more heterosexual 'cos I definitely
like boobs. I always
wished that I was 100 per
Cent gay, it's much
easier .
Yeah, but not much tun,
eh?

"That's true 'cos you

have the best of both
worlds. But I think If
you're gay or whatever,
you have just as much
tun. Anyway, as I say
I've checked it all out,
and I prefer chicks. "
You receony split with
your wife didn't you?
"Yeah, that's right "
It must have been a
very harassing experience?
"It wasn't very harassNow
ing (laughs) .
.
come on, do I look
heartbroken?"

May

1

ask

what

happened between you?
'Yeah, you can ask
what you want. We just
grew apart, we
couldn't relate to
each other any
more. Plus I
was away most
of the time. I
guess it's very
hard being the
wife of a rock
star 'cos you
have to live in
the

shadow

studio that I really like

which has its own
computer desk and I've
been

working

on my
albums in this studio for
many months. One is
called Zip Gun Boogie
named after the disastrous single
which
should be released In the
next month or so, and
then there's another
album which is half done
and yet untitled; plus I've
been working on Gloria's
(Jones) album which I'm
just finishing off.
What's Zip Gun like?
"Well I've got Mlkey

-

-

(Finn) on It and Steve
Curry plus Gloria Jones
on clarinet and keyboards. Harry Nilsson's
m a coupla tracks, oh

he's a lovely guy, we're
really good friends. He's
like my big brother my
big mother!
"Back to the album, It's

-

very simplistic there's
some pretty little songs on
it and I play Marimba's
one of the tracks,
which is a big kinds
xylophone, plus all the
guitars, keyboards, melotron and a few other
on

things. My favourite
tracks are er, let me have

a look at the sleeve 'cos I

Tyrannosaurus Rex and anyone."
then T.Rex and now
Why did they choose
everybody's just saying you for the part?
Marc Bolan. Well I don't
"They chose me 'cos
really mind If people they thought I was the
think of me as a group!.'
only one who could do It,
Rumour had it that plus David Nlven's the
you're starring in a film last of the great
with Hollywood superstar Hollywood heavies and
David Niven?
I'm a rock star, so It's a
"Yeah, I start filming nice combination, espein March which Is why I'll ' cially since we're so
be living in Monte Carlo violent towards each
for a while. I got this other in the film. As I say
phone call one day asking it's yer real legit film, It's
if I'd'llke to do It, so I said not a musical, It's yer
sure great It's a very Robert Redford touch."
dramatic script, I play a
Do you think you're
psychotic who has sexual capable of killing someproblems and sells dope,
body In reality?
I kill three people and end
"No, I don't think I
up In a nuthouse so
could live with myself,
altogether It's One a y'k now if I did I'd most
lovely role which is probably crack up aftercertainly gonna screw a wards. I mean I couldn't
lot of heads up. Here's the cold bloodedly kill somescript (throws it into my one like the guy In the
lap). I'm trying to learn it film, because I'm emobut it's very difficult 'cos tional whereas he's
there's such, a lot of unemotional, he has a
dialogue. "
blind spot. Anyway, I've
Have you always been
got a_fear of nutheager to try your hand at ''ouses
Talking of
actin
nuthouses, someone the
really, but I have other day was talking
been waiting for a about going over the edge
straight part for a long and I said most rock stars
who have gone over the
time
about four years
and this is too good to
edge are on the hill on the
turn up, I mean the part's other side. I'm quite
serious when I say I don't
think I ever remember
being sane. It's like
contemplating suicide,
I've thought about it,

be reincarnated.
So you believe n life
after death, doyou.
"Yes I do. I've been

you'll

back about three times,
of. I meant get
these flashes amt things.
I was a minstrel and that

,thatl know

would most probably
explain why I'm interested in literature, poems

"
and
,
Our conCRASH!
versation Is interrupted
when the stopper from the
champers bottle ricochets
within a hair's breadth
from my nut!
"What
a way to go, at least you
would've died with class
Nov where was I?
Yeah, I can remember
'being a cavalier as well.
You know I remember
this place In France that 1
and music

.

...

visited; It was a lath
century house which I'd

never been to before and
yet I remembered having
been there before if you
see what! mean?
Let's return to the
present. Do you think

you've neglected your
British fans?

there's still something

"No, because I wanted
to spend some time
thinking about what! was
gonna do with my music
and the way I was gonna
do it, so consequently the

going whatever It is. "
Why do you think the
Zip Gun Boogie single
was a rnenunrental flop.

"There's

fans have gained in not
seeing me because I'm
improving my music, for
them. I'm doing a world
tour straight after the
film and I'll be doing as
many dates in England as
I can. "
Do you still consider
yourself as the teenage

and

Stevie Winder's; It was
mainly due to the
combination of not being
around for a year` and a
half, you can't put
records out with no
promotion, and the wrong
time of year. 9t111 at least
I flopped in good

I

dream?
"Well, I don't think
ever did in the first place,
I just know that .
Well, take for instance the
other night when I went to
the Who's studio in
Battersea, of all places.
There was a big gang of
kids standing outside
some flats and I was in a
little Ford Escort actually, which wasn't mine, It
was a friend's
I didn't
even like in getting it_
either (snob!), but anyway, I caused a total riot
at Battersea (already - so
soon), which means

company."

You've been working
closely with Bowie, dens
this mean you'll be

.

performing together
the not

future?

"Yeah, we've

-

ago

living with

everything. I'm stile this
year will be a gas, ire
gotta be . . t"

your life thru'
someone else.
But we're still
goal friends, I
I never

really considered myself
married In the first
place."

lot of pop stars

marriages, seem doomed
from the start . .
Yes, I think so. it's the
kind of life they're forced
to lead, I mean Ism not the
same person 24 hours a
day, I'm always changing. It's like when you're
a kid and you go the
pictures to see a cowboy

haven't seen the album
for ages; If I had a record
player here I'd play the
album to you
urn, what
do I like? Solid Baby, Girl
In A Thunderbolt Suit, a
few others. It's definitely
the nearest thing I've
done to Electric Warrior,
It's very commercial, a
kinda rock n' roller

-

whereas the other one,
which should be released

film then when you come two or three months after
out you're pretending to Zip Gun, has a much er,
shoot everyone cos bigger kinds sound and
you're -a cowboy
It I'll be arranging all the
all boils down to you being strings on It "
married to your career,
Does T. Rex still exist?
period!"
"T. Rex as such
What kind of things are really exist any doesn't
more,
you working on at the although I
do still play
moment?
with all the guys
well
"Well, I'm living in LA what!
Is It's just the
at the moment because guys inmean
the band. At the
found
I've
a recording beginning
there

...

-

was

-

gem
I'm the star and
it all revolves around me,
which Is really nice.
"It won't be easy
playing a killer, but I can
do it, I guess, you know,
I'll have a try. I mean
I've given it a lot of
thought, I've got a video
machine at home which
I've been working with
for two months. The killer
I play Is someone who's
hyper -sensitive and who
just goes over the edge, he
kinda cracks up, oh It's a
real emotional part See
what happens Is he sees
Rendel (Niven) with his
mother
they're married and everything.- but
this does his head in_
Then she dies a little
while after and it's very
odd 'cos he gets a lining
about sex and can't touch
a

a

Y

-

MARC: back

great

-

BOLAN: after the first
of his many hit singles.

a

a

wise was not a good year
for me or a lot of people,
but then It wasn't a good
year for the world end
of story. This la gonna be
a good year, 1 can feel It
Last year I was so
apathetic because everything was wrong; the
timing, the crazy vibes,

the time where
you have to live

A

he's

.

Marc Bolan or a
David Bowie all

mean

and

friend of mine . "
So you're confident total
'?d will be a much more
fruitful year for yea?
"Oh yeah! I974 career

all artistic

people are. It
must be difficult

been

songs but

we figured on doing
something live with just
him and I accoustically
maybe for a charity or
something, and padbly
later on in the year do
something on film. We
worked together years

window over there and
that's it, you're a gonner.
But whatever way you go,

of

In

distant

too

writing some

y'knov¿ everyone has to if
they're ureter a lot of
pressures, but it would be
so easy to kill yourself,
it's a cop out. Like you
can just jump out of that

someone else

of

- I mean John
Lennon's one flopped
mistiming

- -

and well, I'm a
lunatic anyway,

lot

a

reasons. One of them was

from

France for a film with
David Niven
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'I'm the world's lousiest lover!'
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN'S latest single,
You Are You, is a today love song with
a catchy melody and clever,
contemporary words. Any young lady
having a song like this written for her
should feel like a million dollars.
So how does the

r
l

author

rate himself In the

romance stakes? His
personal verdict is ego-

shattering. "I'm

the

world's lousiest lover," he
told me last week. "But
'

it's not

a
hang-up.
because I have my
music."

l

A startling confession,
you might think. Could it
be amplified a bit? It sure

could.
"When I lived In a
London flat with friends,"
explained Gilbert' "we
used to go to parties with
girls. My friend, who was
a spot welder, would
always get the best bird.

AS

1

i

told to

a tactful

John Curr

would like lobe."
Okay. But what if he
got married. Would that
be it for life?
"Oh, yes. I'm very oldfashioned. It's a step you

cannot take lightly. I get
so mad when I read about
people who get married
and then, a short time
later, get divorced. I

don't like that

Argument

1

I

other. It's incred Ible. "
After that outpouring It
seemed only reasonable

r

to ask If Gilbert had ever
been hurt deeply In a

relationship with a girl.
"Of course," he said
with a rueful smile. "I'm
useless. I still send notes
over
like you, I'm the
fellow sitting at the bar!'
I'm very naive.
"But I would make the
world's greatest screen
lover because I'm a great
actor. If a girl came 1n
now I could lay on the
charm and she would
think I was a real Romeo.
In fact I would be conning
her.
'When I lived In
London I used to see a girl
on the Underground train
every morning. For three
months I'd just watch her
every day.

-'I

"I

like to think that, if It
didn't work out, It would
be something I had to live
with for the rest of my
life.
"I think I could marry
someone that I never
knew and be very happy
Compensate
with her for
of my
"He would have a life. I wouldthe restmyself
fantastic time with her,' that I had to tell
make the
but he would have to go best of It.
.back to spot welding next
"But far too many
day. So I said to myself, people say to themselves,
"he needs to have the best when they have their first
girl and have a great time argument, I got married
being a great lover to to have a good time and
compensate for the lousy I'm having an argument
day he's going to have.
and a bad time! And they
"Now. me, I have a want out. If two people
good day and I have a just couldn't get on, that
lousy evening!" But, I would be different, but six
protested, he was pic- times out of ten, divorce
tured recently with a cases are over the most
beautiful girl, so he does stupid reasons. And, in
have girlfriends. He lots of cases today, you
laughed.
see divorced people
"I'm not as good as I getting remarried to each

Terrifying
"It was

my Incentive. I
had a really boring job as
a postal clerk. I had my
music in the evening, but

needed something
during the day to pep me
I

up.
"So I was getting up at
8.30 am knowing that the
girl would be on the train.

After three months I
spoke to her. After

'

another three months I

us

asked her out.
"After I asked her out I
didn't turn up! Terrifying. And It's always been

like that."
And that's why Gilbert
calls himself the world's
lousiest lover. I wonder
how many thousands of
girls are willing to change
his mind?
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by Giovanni Dadamo

OHIO PLAYERS:
FIRE THIS TIME
UNTIL RECENTLY, what UK
fame the Ohio Players have en-

sIrPIERstwRs
AQUARIUS
(2o Jan to 111 Fels)

You needn't' worry

Ing you a 'couple of black
eyes.

-

about being tatUess Jo
'
arda the temperamental LEO
to21 Aug)
misery hanging round (21A July
good time for putting
your peek of late. A few across
your own ideas
Miff words irons you will about matters
which are
soon put him Her back in
great concern at
their place; Don't .worry, of
it's also a time
you won't hurt their feel- present.
you'll be able to
ings because they're loo when
help many people with,
thick ,,-skinned to take great
burdens on their
anything to heart.
shoulders. They look to
you for comfort and sympathy so don't give them
P IS(ZS
the cold shoulder.
119 Feb fo 20 Ma r1
If your work is moulding up Into an almighty VIRGO
heap, then don't fret, be- (22 Aug to 22 Sep)
Be careful who you
cause as the weekend
draws near you'll sudden- trust this week because
ly gain a spurt of energy Weirs the stars that one or
whteh'It help clear up all two cadgers will be hangyour working problems ing round your neck on
Make sure you find time the scrounge. II you're in
in the evenings to let your- doubt then leave well
alone. You're a pretty
self go and unwind.
gullible type as it is so
don't go getting led asAIDES
tray.
(21 Mar totn Apr)
It'e high time you sort ed out your priorities. Put IJBRA
things in their proper (23 Sep to22Ocl)
The next few days will
prospective and you'll
find life will soon begin to see various happenings
run amoother. Home diffi- which will give you a
culties will arise but It your tremendous boost. Don't
use your head properly get carried away by all
then -you won't come up this praise because
against arguments and you've still a long way to
go Carry an giving and
nagging sessions.
taking and before you
know it you'll be a very
TAURUS
popular person.
(21 Apr totn May)
will
A lot
be happening
fiir you this seek, ,but SCORPIO
(33 Oct tot Nov)
even more to the people
You'll
Si get a.
who.are at present shar- move on have
if you want to
ing your life. It could accomplish everything
result
In
a
happy
even
you've in mind. The more
ypu dither the more likely
engagement, marriage or it Is that the plan will
whatever. Don't rush back fire
if you
withiydur decisions be. want to ask thesogirl/boy
cause -'he or she'll be out do it now before they'
around .for a long long find someone else.
time.
S 'rOITTA RIUS
"

a

announcement:

-

GEMINI

(23 Soy to 20 Dee)

121

At last all outetandfng
debtswill be paid up, and
friends owing you a few

-

Ma) 4, ill .tune)
Nov is the right time to
consult with someone
more knowledgeable than
yourself about your personal affairs that are
creating havoc at this moment- They will be completely reliable so don't go
thinking anyone else will
hear your sad plights!
You'll feel tons better aftera frank talk.

CANCER
(21 June to?0.Iuly)
A harmless flirt now 'n'
then won't do you any
harm. In fact it'll bring a
bit more spice Into your
seemingly dull and Me
less existence. Careful
'you don't go too tar
though else you'll have
someone's better half glv
i

-

quld-will also

be prompt
in returning IL. Make sure
you don't do anything
foolishly by squandering
it recklessly on irrelevant
things. You'll find yourself back in Use lurch.

!giant

It's time you had some
peace and quiet so the
Is on peace
and trunqutilty. If you're
going to talk then say of
quietly, U you're going to
emphasise

discuss, do It con
fidentially. Now's the
line

to do what gives you
the most pleasure
within reason
so go out and

enjoy yoxirself

Things are about to change though; the
band's current album Fire is perched on the

_.top of the US charts while the

title track

is

-

(j

busily Imitating its 12 -inch parent with a
skyrocket room up the singles chart that
doesn't look like It's gonna stop till It, too,
hits Numero Uno. Being smart dudes one
and all, the Players naturally chose to strike
while the hem's on and the result is a brief
missionary trip to Europe which, as you no
doubt recall, includes our own oily shores.
Interviewing the Players is alot of fun-but It tier incarnation known as municatlons with Westsure ain't easy; there's the Ohio Untouchables
bound and a lot of things
seven of them for a start, whose main claim to fame
didn't come out exactly
they all talk very fast, had been as backing mu- how we wanted. With
and they all' talk to one sicians on Wilson PickSkin Tight we were given
another as well as to the ett's I Found A Love back the opportunity to do
Interviewers. Eventually in the early Sixties.
things our way and the
though, I managed to corAnyhow, coming back result was a gold album in
ner Merve Pierce and he to the present It's Ques- nine weeks; with Fire it
got down to the grits.
that really
tion Time: Who does the took three
"Formed in 1970, 'bout writing for the band?
speaks for Itself, doesn't
four and a half years
"Well, everything's It?,"
ago," be began, in mock credited simply to Ohio
Naughty
Muhammad All preach
Players because each
speech, "the Ohio Players song is a pool of everyHow about those "nauas you know'em today are body's Ideas.
comprised of: Clarence
"For example, if some- ghty",albu m sleeves
Satchel!
flute, tenor one comes up with a basic 'then?
"We wanted something
sax, flute, all woodwinds idea fora song, he'll bring
and trumpet; Ralph Pee it along and we each add that would make an immediate and lasting imWee Middlebrooks
all our segment
one fellow
brass instruments, his might do the lyrics, an- pression; we got that with
speciality is trumpet and other the horn arrange- Pain so we stuck to that
slide trombone, and he ment and so on, until what format with everything
plays equally as well on you end up with is Ohio that followed. It's got so
woodwinds and tenor Players music.
that our album covers
saxophone; Marvin
"Also there's the way have become an Ohio
Merve Pierce
trom- we write. We go Into the Players' trademark.
bone. valve trombone, flu studio with no idea what's When people see one of
geihorn. That comprises gonna come out. I know a our albums they always
The Ohlo Players' brass lot of groups like to go in want to go back for a
section.
with charts and every- second look and that first
"For the rhythm sec- thing worked out but with impression's as importion: keyboard artist Is us we've found that tant as the first few bars
Billy Beck; Sugarfoot on spontaneity works out of a song.
lead guitar; Marshall best, It seems to have a lot
"We try and project
bass, and more feeling to it if It's similarly on stage, we try
Rock Jones
James Diamond Williams happening right there. "
and get the best possible
on drums.
Pursuing the point of effects from costume,
the group's sharing of lighting etc, in the same
Platinum
writing credits, I asked H way that we always try
meant there wasn't a and put something fresh
"With this line-up we that
group leader as and different in the music
cut three albums for such..
, .
on an album we try and
Pain,
entitled
Westbound
"No, we have a leader get as many different
Pleasure and Ecstasy and
Satch
but things In'as possible bewhich were cut into one that's that's
somebody cause we know not everyalbum Pain + Pleasure has to because
take the responsi- body's going to Tike the
+ Ecstasy equals Ohio bility for keeping some
things, so we try
Players for English re- kind of order but then same
and reach as many people
lease.
has certain as we can by putting in
"After that we went everybody
they do best, for 'exsomething for everywith Mercury 'Records jobs
most of the arbody."
and cut Skin Tight. Skin ample,
rangements
are
done
by
And the future?
Tight was a platinum al- Sugarfoot and Billy Beck
bum and the title track because they
play chord
"We'll be working on a
was a million - selling 45.
so It's very new album around .April
instrurpents
Lastly we cut Fire and easy for them to ar- but Fire's going so strong
we've just heard that both
that we may Just hold
"
the single and album range.
Much of the success of back a lime. Then we'll
have gone gold, giving us
be coming back to Europe
Skin
Tight
and
Fire
is,
the
seven'gold records."
feels, due to the in late spring, early sumBefore we left the group studio
freedom they mer for a longer tour.
group's history com- extra
"After that. we'll Just
pletely, I was informed gained in moving from
that the current Players Westbound to Mercury:
keep trying for bigger
"We had a lot of corn - and better things one of
had sprung from an ear -

40/
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joyed has probably been more a
product of their splendidly sensual
album covers than for the uniquely
thrusting blend of superbad funk
that steams from the records contained by those same delicious
sleeves.

'We

try and reach as

many people as wecan
by putting In something

for everybody'

a

-

Grammy

award. It's like when you
start playing you Just
wanna get onto wax, after
that you want a hit
record, then a gold and a
platinum so that Grammy's the next step for

-

us,"
And tomorrow the
world?

"And why not?"

-

TILE MARVELETTES: The Best Of The Ma
vellettes (Tamla STML 11258),
Please, please, don't be put off by the three
weighty ladies In too short smocks and Xmas tree
ear - rings on the sleeve as the nineteen tracks
within cover nine years of diamond soul. Starts
off with the Please Mr Postman that taught John
Lennon to sing (and It knocks the Carpenters
version into a mile - deep cocked hat) and scoots
deliciously along via Too Many Fish In The Sea,
I'll Keep Holding On, Danger Heartbreak Dead
Ahead, Don't Mess With Bill and 14 excellent
others that I'd gladly swop the next,ten B. White
albums for. A crime though to have left out He
Was Really Saying Something but maybe someone somewhere knows the reason why. I don't,
but I loved It anyway.
DAVID RUFFIN: Me 'n' Rock 'a' Roll Are Here
To Stay (Tamils STML 11283).
If you like Norman Whitfield
, prepare for
indigestion, because the Cecil B. De Mille of Soul
is behind this one (and In front, and below and
above etc. ), with the result that poor Mr. Ruffin
gets about as much space for his own talents as a
performing flea trying to compete with Krakatoa. Which Is a shame really because I do like
his voice. Norman Whitfield I'm not sure about
anymore though....

..

SOULGOSSIP

LOTSA JAMES Brown singles being deleted this
weekend so rush out and buy 'em now
pay
Inflated collectors prices In a few monthsortime.
Here's the titles: I'm A Greedy Man, Think,
ThereIt Is, and Woman. Same goes for the
J. B's Gimme Some More, so you'd
better hunt
that one out before it's recycled. Sad
to hear
Graham Central Station sound a trifle urunelodlc
last week but they looked pretty sharp
Bacofoll outfits, especially the deliciousIn their
late. Spring UK visit possible for poet Chocosongwriter Gill Scott - Heron. Nice to see Jimmy
James and the Vagabonds back to the
road
part of forthcoming Soul Extravaganza tour, as
Hot
Blood from Don Covey just out Stateside.
Ace re release of the week must be Jamo Thomas'
For The FBI. Ben E. King re - signed I Spy
with
Atlantic. Other ace re- issue of the week
Is Tam's
Hey Girl Don't Bother Me.

/

U.S. SINGLES
I

1

2

e

3
4

S

8

FIRE - Ohio Players
HAPPY PEOPLE Templo tions

-

-

t I BELONG TO YOU Love Unlimited
9 LET ME START TONITE
Lamont
Dozier
12 RIIYME TIME PEOPLE - Rani and
The Gang
11 1 AM I AM
Smokey Robinson
7 DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE
FROM ME

-

-

-

Manhattans
8 lo PI(:I( UP THE PIE('EM
.Average
N h ile Band
9 Is DOS'T CIIA 1,OVE IT - Mirarte'.
le 13 DO(TOR'SOHDF.RS - Carol Douglas

-
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share the same horns, strings, and producer
as Al
faeen, the dangers are pretty obvious.
Luckily, no one is more aware of them than Syl Johnson
-a
.,inger from Willie Mitchell's HI stable which, apart from
Green,
also boasts Ann Pebbles.
Syl, a Mississippi born singer / songwriter is currently
struttin'
up and down the country on his first British
tour, but he
time
out to answer any allegations that he might be a poor took
man's Al
WHEN ybu

SYL

JOHNSON:

spotting
the
dangers

Green.

Didn't

Interview:

he feel he

danger of
his Identity
soul singer and
m

bug
as

E ONE

submerged
hi the ultra-disur,live Willie Mil-.
h, rig

II sound?
'1 suppose

ri

David
Hancock

it

aid happen," he
,td lounging In his
Kim at the funcrival Cunard Ho
tit "But I've altalked about
'hat same thing
in Willie. You
know why the Mitneil sound is so
,

.

-

,

i

s I

t

i

n c t i

v

r

single I'u Take You Home
To See Mama from his
Diamond In The Rough
album has sold 325,000 to
date and looks set to cross
over from the soul to pop
charts.
Syl added by way of
emphasis: "I might say
that In America I've done
quite well with Willie Mitchell. You know I made a
lot of money In '73 . . a
lot of money."
He also tells the story of
how Mitchell heard him

There's so much equipment In there. You know
what? I cut my blasted
album first. Al Green was
horsing around. He never
cut one song till I cut my
album. He came In and
listened to my album and
then cut his (Al Green
Explores Your Mind).
"So now I wanna see
what Al Green does then I
can get a different sound.
"I'll tell you this. In
1888 Al Green was on my
shows. 1971 he was on my
I
.
shows, come 1972 .
was proud to be on his
shows. Being on his
shows Is an honour.
"It's strange but the
disc jockeys across America have told me the same
thing about getting sub
merged In the Willie Mitchell sound."
Submerged or not, 'Let

.

singing In Chicago's
Burning Spear nightclub
and later offered him

.

Yourself Go' sold

dollars Records,
Reocrds, bu t Syl lu rned It
down because he was under another contract at
the time.
30,000

Confidence

150,000

In

in the Slates anQ the new

ii, cause Al Green
- so predominant.
ti's made all the
Ise hits. dig, so the
nisirians play the
- .me way.
re on a
a

winnin' horse

ride him

till

he

Muddy Waters. Magic
Sam (el taught him the

blues," says Syl), Howl in'
Wolf and Junior Wells.
It's this experience that
gives him cmfidence so
that he's sure he won't
Just become another of
Willie Mitchell's artists.
Talking of a previous
hit, he said: "Is It Becaue
I'm Black was a masterpiece. Bobby Bland endorsed me on that tune.
He thought It was the
greatest thing that he'd
ever heard. But that was
no Willie Mitchell sound.

Itut Syl is determined
,s, to be

the Jockey.

ve got a new outlook
it you know. I kinds
I

,nna change my sound
little bit." he added.
knit I know exactly how
du It

-

synthesisers

,vd phase shifters, but
t\ ilhe's very stubborn he
ton't sauna use things

hl, that

Take 'Let Yourself Go'
hi- current single) that's
ur,erent from the Willie
Mitchell .Al Green - Ann
I, tildes sound because it
cut in a new 250,000
-haler studio.
Now

.Al

He's been in the busifor a long time, hayIng turned professimal at
14 and was gigging with
such bluesmastera as
ness

-

Willie says. 'When
.0

made It to

For A Taste Of Your
Love. the title track from
his first album.

I

b t

1970 he

Memphis and has had
soul hits with I'm Still
Here, We Dtd It and Back

e?

because I cu t the t before I

joined Hi. "

So rather than being a
poor mun's Al Green, Syl
Johnson is looking to the

Green refused

future to establish him
an equal.

rut in that studio.
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STARTING THIS
Saturday, Radio One
is airing the first of
a six part series on

el

[Simon and Garfunkel. The series was

'put together by
Stuart Grundy, who
has recently come
'back from the States
where he inter-

It

viewed the singing
duo and their close
friends.

1yy]

l:,

,0P

4
t.

;

i: 1

i

The BBC hope that the
serles will appeal to pop
fans In general, and will

,

i

Í'
CANDY AT THE EN
OF THE RAINBO
'+

r,;

.

IF YOU want a four
week holiday in sun.
ny Trinidad it'll set
you back f350, inclusive of a five
star hotel residence
and a two way air
-

ticket.

u

S

c

h

extravagances
-

appear- in many

guises depending on
each individual. Yet
the most spectacu-

lar so far is the f 50
dress worn by Katie

countries except here and
they have featured on
concert tours with Stevie
Wonder and the Su'
premes. Yet It wasn't until the release of Chirpy
Chirpy Cheep Cheep that
the whole European pop
market -opened before
them.
The Kissoon family of
eleven left Trinidad 18
years ago, and are well known for their closeness,
as Katie explains: "Our
parents are open people;
they have never hid anything from us and have
constantly encouraged us
In our career when things
got really low.

Kissoon on her reand I have had
cent debut appear- our"Mac
fair share of dlffiance on Top Of The cultles,"
she continues.
Pops. Brother Mac "There were times
when

feels the expense
certainly paid off

we had only one gig a

week, yet our parents

us all the way.
now that their single supported
If it was not for them we'd
Sugar Candy Kisses be walking the streets

has come striding
into the charts.

-Expense

now."

The family's strongest
Is In Improving

belief

one's mind; they don't

drink or smoke; they
"Our father couldn't have no vices at all.

understand why the dress
cost so much" chuckles
Mac. "It seemed a wild
buy to him because he's a
tailor and Katie usually
makes her own clothes
OF

anyway."

Katie's explosive dress
now lies crumpled up at
the bottom of her travcatastrophic
elling bag
news for the Insurance
sharks, no doubt How-

-

When Mac and Katie

appeared on TOTP, their
mother and father pulled
back from entering the

studio and instead

watched the couple an TV
with great emotion. "After the show we rang
home!" says Mac, "they
were both crying with
joy; they were in happy.
"I can understand their
emotions because It's like

ever, It's quite under- watching a great athlete
standable that no expense working hard to win a
la too great for this fresh, race. When he achieves
duo outfit, who've been his goal there's bound to
out to capture British audiences for eight years.
They have been singing
as a team for four years
with hit records In most

be a tremendous emotion.

al outlet."
Mac and Katie are introverts by nature yet
they have an enormous
ability to become extroverts on stage and Mac
has completely come out
of himself since the days
when he'd sit without saying a word. Katie Is very
talkative in company, but
when she's alone she often

drifts Into her silent
moods.

"We have a double
remarks Mac.

life,"

"When we're at home it's
as though we have nothing to do with this bust
Mess at all. I lounge
around In my pyjamas or
do some gardening. "

Entertainers
Katie joins in: "Even
when we go out we don't
think of ourselves as show
people. We find that when
people realise who we are
they suddenly change and
treat us differently. When
people ask me what I do
for a living I usually tell
them I'm a secretary.
"It's nice to be recognised" she contlnes, "but
society looks at entertainers in a different way. "
Mac recalls one incident when he appeared
with Gerry Marsden at
Blackpool several years
ago- The next day he
went for a swim In the
pool and a woman came
up to him "She'd recogmised me from the previous night, and asked if
she could touch me," explains Mac.
"I felt so embarrassed.
People aren't quite so naive today, the youngsters

Mac and Katie Kissoon
talk to- Wendy Hodgson'

1I
3

1

s f

,

li
011110r,

she

LBC

to

perform."

Mac and Katie Kissoon's promotions were
belrig poorly handled at
the time. They never
made any personal ap-

by Dáve Longman
Troubled Water and

will

The programmes

discuss the split

Bookends.
The BBC hope that the
series will appeal to pop
fans of all ages, and also

also

recordings that Paul

careers since the break in

featured will be unique

between the partnership
which took place after 5

very profitable years,
and also their individual

Simon made while he was
working on the Bridge

IOTO.

album, plus tracks.

February lst.

Over Troubled

Water

The first programme is
at 1.00 this Saturday,

rules the waves!

HELD OVER from last week, oar photo

shows the LBC gland at the Boat Show.
Pictured In the centre with the hat is
Sarah Dickinson, one of the presenters

of the Sounds New programme. At the
Boat Show, LBC gave away over 1,0011
teeshl eta, balloons and stickers.

ht

it
3
Y

tt)
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pearances, so something
had to be done. "We
signed wwlth Polydor and
then everything started to
change," explodes Mac.

Their manager Peter

ar Candy Kisses. "We

_

knew at once 'that It was

ily contribute new songs
for the singing couple,
hoping that a complete
family album may one
day result

"Our father writes

clasálcal stuff and our
mother writes ballads,"
says Katie. "but we enjoy
all sorts of music."
Mac and Katie Klssoon
are out to catch every-

body's musical tastes,
you can try to dislike
them, but it will be virtually impossible. They
are both so full of determination and enthusiasm)
that the only direction
they can head now, is
straight to the top!

s

5

hit material!" exclaims

Mac. "It took two months
before It started to move,
and we were in Holland
when we were told the
record was breaking. "
The whole Kissoon fam-

S

-1

Watch came up with Sug-

-s

II

explains," "that

It It started getting me
down. Women are softer
than men aren't they?
Yet, It was In my blood to
keep going, I believed In
myself, It was food for me

.

0

broadcast tracks from
their albums Including
the 10 million selling
album, Bridge Over

have seen so many people
off stage that they realise
we're just as human as
they are. "
That was back In the
days when Katie nearly
packed everything In.
"The work was Irregu-

lar,"
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it again -Kelly!

KELLY VHORA, a household name In the
freelance d. j. with BBC Hull area, presenting a
Radio Humberside tea -time request show on

year,

he also appeared on
Top of The Pops with Noel
Edmonds. Well done

awarded a K.O.C. (Kiss Radio Humberside. Last
Kelly.
on the Cheek) last week
by Mrs Greenham, the
chairman of Kelly's
unofficial fan club. Kelly
was awarded the title In
response for the charity
work which he did last
year.
Last year, Kelly raised
8
over £200 for mentally
handicapped children.
Part of that money was
also used In organising a
seaside trip in which 200
pensioners and disabled
people were treated to a
day out, food and shows
all paid for by Kelly. Last
re-- -19
week Kelly organised a
pensioners party which
400 senior citizens attended.

Kelly is now

IF

a

Quickies
RADIO CITY in Liverpool
hope to start broadcasting on VHF in mid
February . . , Kenny
Everett was looking far
from happy as he left
Capital last Monday after
his first programme back
alter his holiday
Roger Day has taken over
from Steve lierike at
Piccadilly Radio as
Music Director . . Steve
will shortly be on the
move from Manchester,
but In a few months time,
he will be a prospective
Conservative candidate

for the local elections in
Manchester.

The Post Office, Home
Office and the Phonogra-

a

Nextweek watch out for
review of Radio Forth's

first week

on

air

.

on the record
companies to stop supplying Radio Caroline with

Radio Luxembourg. after
finishing at the Speed show at Olympia, London,
they're! now down at
Midem presenting shows
from them
Next week
also a photo of Alvin

companies are all saying
that they have never
supplied records in the
past to the offshore
stations. That of course.
is the official statement!

viewed by Bob Stewart
.Paul May was down In
London recently, remember him tram RM. and he
promises Important hap
partings from him In the
near fu Lure.

phic Performances

people are putting pres

sure

records and tapes.
Officially the record

...

Stardust being Inter-
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ALBUM PICK
0111.11E

JACKSON: CAUGHT UP (Polydne

7

2351 1117)

r

it

BOB Marley and Th.
Walters: good playing
but little of the primitive feel.

A

of the year I normally have a
At the beginning
resolution that I'll make a note of good album that I
hear AS I hear them Instead of racking my brains a
year later when IL's Ume to come up with all those lists

RUFUS

-

cept album

that

-

G
G

Alb

currently being played,
wait till you hear Millie's
thought's on being the
other woman! The album

with Bobby Gold.
sboro's Summer (The
First Time), and taking
that slightly sugary tune
and making It Into the
funkiest heart -ache I've
heard, is something I
didn't think anyone could
do. This is a very, very
and Millie
good album
Jackson is one hell of a
soul In both
soul singer
senses of the word.
Closes

-

-

.

l,

,`

Se
z

I

a

i1

,+ur

featuring

RUFUSIZED (ABC Records
5061).

Having watched two

good singles from this
band hover on the edge of
success, only to see them
slip away again, I sometimes wonder what will

eventually give them the
success over here

that

they have so much of in

America. Well, they'll be
over here at the end of
February, which is something to look forward to,
and they have a new album. The band have

trimmed themselves

down by one member,, so

there's four

-

plus

Osaka. Chaka, who's vocah are sometimes Aretha

I

for them

their current hit single

-

rhythm. Particularly
good track is Heavy Fat

nn' Out on the first side,
it's also the longest at just
over five minutes
but
the title track was a bit on
the slow side. All in all, a
reasonable album.

MICHAEL JACKSON:
FOREVER, MICHAEL

OSAKA KHAN:

now

successful

-

V

Millie Jacksoil.

RUFUS

sound that's been very

Star On A TV Show is
featuréd on the album
and It's an easy sound to
S. B. _ listen to. With a lead
singer like Russell Thompklns
who's high range would
be a bit hard to lose in a
crowd, It could be corn.
paritively easy to get a
too samey sound on an
album, but by and large
they've avoided that by
good vart'ations -in

¡[[

Franklin, sometimes Betty Wright, always the
amazing Chaka, with the
voice that give the final
edge to 'Rufus's very
rau why sound. Once You
Get Started and Somebody's Watching You

(Tamla Motown STMA
0022).

Michael J. seems to
have reached a half -way
point In his career he no
longer sounds like the

-

little 'up there with

the

high notes' Michael, but
full
depth to voice. So Michael Jackson, the inbetweenle. His material.
and the backing vocals,
though, are all there to
help him on to a more
mature sound when venturing away from the J5
cloak, and he does it quite
well You Are There is a
fairly typical example of
the way his voice has
he hasn't yet got the

- and

changed

also the

-

material he's singing
here a slow, definitely not
funky ballad. Move onto
the next track, Dapper
Dan, and he's moving on
up again!. You pays your
money and you takes your
choice: it's not a bad mixture.
-

S. B.

TOWER OF. POWER:

RENEWAL
album asolt URBAN
(Warners K50088)
go on - with a
Fittingly, .this slick

start the
meam to
fast pace

that'll have you

shuttling your fingers together real quick. Calming piano Intro on
Pack 'd My Bags dinBulses the punch at first
while tracks like Your
Smite show Chaka's voice
when the rhythm is mel-

sample of Oakland spunky funk is rounded off
with an extended blow by
the nine -piece band on

S. B.

sTYLISTICs:

FROM THE MOUNTAIN
(Aveo 9109 001).
smooth harmonies and

smooth

-

more say on the rest of the

.

-

.

ntrar-'{ytfR9Ay6ull

album since the com-

k

IOYt

T

Well the man's back
again with another album
the only time we really
get to hear him apart
from the old gig and his

track. In general It's not
distinctive enough In the
right places to make any
great impact.
M. T.
SONNY & CHER: Great
eat Hits (MCA MCF

OGWT. You should know
the format by now
hits
It straight at you does our
Johnny, no back door subtlety here. The second

and wife duet team has
disbanded, their memory
will, no doubt, linger on
until the last trace of their

0058e).

-

annual appearance on

Although the, husband

track, Golden Days of

sum up
Johnny's attitude exRock and Roll

WAILERS: NATTY

aeUy, and sums up the
album come to that Johnny couldn't woo a bulldog

DREAD (Island VLPS

The Stylistics.
once again, The Span
have rounded up a quaint

Bob and hts'boys got
themselves a few extras
to make this one, their
third on Island. There's
the I Threes adding soulback-up
ful harmonies
chix known previously in
Jamaica as The Soulettes
plus a few horn men
who are uncredited. On
top of this, the effortless
way the Wailers adopt all
the various reggae / rock
steady cliches suggests
that the genre Is reaching
perfection stage. Just one
point: if reggae Is to develop its roots these Rasta

collection of traditional
full of timeless
character and tuneful
gongs,

-

airs. There's one particu-

larly gruesome tale, Long
Lankin, sung chillingly
by the unmistakeable

-

Maddy Prior. On Weary
Cutters, a forlorn admonishment of life at sea,
Maddy appears to multitrack the harmonies on

the unaccompanied

chant, then on Demon

Lover she could be the
leader of a rock band.
Occasionally when Steel eye allow the rhythm to
loose Its stiff stance, they
come close to a normal

need to be set in

more than just recurring
musical statements. No
Woman No Cry Is one of
the few med oldie num-

rock group sound, but
they never let go for long.
Strict tempo counts for a
lot with this lot, It's the
solid foundation for their

this album, It

breaks the monotony, and
suggests more than just
body music with a raw
message, from the ghetto
good reggae all the same,
plenty of good playing,
but alas now, apart from

strangely Individual
sound. It's best not to
even define It though,

whether it be synthesizer
or fiddle makes no odds.
The Span are craftsmen

'the lyrics themselves
little of the primitive feel.
P.H.

STEELEYE SPAN:

with that grinding voice
of his, but perhaps he Isn't
trying to, just to get It
excited would be enough.

another finely honed Work
P.H.
of art,
DAVE MASON: DAVE
MASON (CBNS0.780),
This is more than just
another solo album 'from
the former Traffic man, it
presents his band In an
almost recklessly efficient workout. Most of
the songs are his own and
while none are up to the
standard of Feelln' Alright, his Traffic Pave,
they are above average
rock fodder. He's stronger on lyrics than melody
and points out exactly
what he lacks with the
inclusion of Sam Cooke's
'classic, Bring It On Home
To Me
a great treatment with a really fine
guitar solo from Jim
Krueger, This Worcestershire child of the "Beat
era" has made the most of
his 'earnings and gotten
himself a good band here.
Give it a spin.
P. R.
STRIFE: RUSH (Chrysalis CHR 1003)
First album from a Liverpool band ,who've built
up a strong following on
their ground especially

-

at the

famous Cavern

As Black Oak continue
to be regarded In some
circles as the greatest US
export to this country In a

long while, they release

another album. All It does
really Is re -affirm
the type of music the band
play, as Uwe didn't know,
straight raurwh and roll
as the title suggests, with
the unmistakable lead
vocals of Jim Dandy way
out front there. On stage
they generate as much
audience reaction as Stab
us Quo, but It's a little
difficult' to put over pow.
er, noise and bags of
sweat on an album, which
is perhaps BOA fall down
a bit
M- T.

STACKRIDGE:

EXTRAVAGANZA
(Rocket PIGL 11)'

Whatever happed to
Stackridge? Well here
they are again, back on -a
new label and with -a
sound that hints more of

form, though they've
plenty of good rock song

ideas and an impressive

command of their instruments. Whether or
not the record buying
public can support an -

r

e'H

Club. They're a power
trio In the established

r

17

e

la
1

F,
Davé Mason,

I

M. T.

BLACK OAK ARand this their fourth KANSAS: HAUNCH
Chrysalis album Is ROLL (Atlantic K4MfA).N'

o

existence has been ex.
hausted. And now a compilation of their greatest
hits hits which unfortunately comes as a dis-aptjointment Only a few
tracks on this album are
k nown to us Britons, the
most popular being I Got
You Babe; a live version
of poor quality. Unfortunately there Is nothing
outstanding to comment
on; the featured live
tracks are totally unflattering. And the others?
Well, I ran take them or
leave them, but U I had
the choice I'd rather do

with out.

W. H.

CHARLEY PRIDE:

PRIDE OF AMERICA

(RCA LSA 1202)
Charley Pride is one of
America's greatest country and western singers;
he has gained respect as
an artist comparable with
legendary Johnny Cash.
A great achievement for
this black musician who
contributes to what's considered to be white men's
music- Charley was five
years old when impressed
by country and western.
Since those days, he has
risen to the top in a very
powerful way.
Pride
Of America bursts with
light hearted songs, all of
which are a' great attrib-

ute to this particular
vein Of music.
W. H.

SPEURRBIOZE

ME

"'

DISCO

LIGHTING

'.Panoramic Projector

Only

Steele ye Span.

2508).

-

Sla1)
Classic Jamaican music is getting' very sophisticated judging by this
nine - track set -from the
premier reggae band. '01

on

forgotten. There are
catchy riffs here and
there, but basically It;s
minor circuit boogey with
Rufus T Firefly perhaps
the most outstanding.

JOHN DAWSON WINTER 11 (Blue Sky Sky

P. H.

bers

and purposes got them

JOHNNY WINTER:

1

BOB MARLEY & THE

lyrics

got them noticed than the
too blever stuff they tried
later, and to all Intenta

other band In this mould
remains to be seen- Strife
are as good as the opposition, so U high - energy
rock does -it for you, so
will this album.
P. H.

-

arrangements

The Stylistics have a

WOW

AVCO Retarding artists

bination Is to potent to be
relegated almost entirely
to accompanlement Tower Of Power sound good
when they're bumping
along behind Lenny Wit.
llama' shrill soulful voice,
but they sound better
working out a full Instrument track, I'm new
to them, 'so maybe on
earlier albums they got
-more o! a work out. William' voice Is .a shade
monotonous, though the
songs are mostly good.
The brass section is a
killer and this album Is
worth It for them alone.

When this band use Pe.
ter Seller's Goonery and
ukele playing talent to
add lustre to the traditional haul, It's fair to say
they are Ina class of their
own. It's also quite pointless suggesting that they
narrow the gap between
folk and rock since they
and nobody
are the gap
else is ever likely to join
them or' follow them. So

little. Your

Rufus, but
meanwhile satiety
yawseawall a nice album.

THB

Walkin' Up Hip Street.
It's a pity they don't get

COMMONER'S CROWN
(Chrysalis CRR 1071)

-

lowed down a
day will come

to.

le,

Millie's concept of love In
and U
various forms
you like Shirley Brown's
Woman To Woman that's

featuring

Chaka Khan: something to look forward

about 'favourite albums'. Millie Jackson takes first
place on the list at this moment. Her voice zoom and
dips through that amazing song If Loving You Is Wrong
I Don't Want To Be Right, and contains so much
-.
emotion It's quite an ex
perlence just listening to
her. The album Is a Con-

18.99
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NOSTALGIA

GLASSY -EYED

Dear Face,

Wilson Pickett appear
in the charts. I only
1NIah
the
day would
return when the great
soul singers such as Otis
Redding Could be revived. I remember with
nostalgia those wonderful
evenings when the (antes.
tic J ohnnle Walker turned
on mittens of Usteners to
real soul music.

"

1'

all .
MANI

MallMIZS

KEEN
Dear Face.
it gave me great plea sure to read that Suzl
Quatro has finally made
an impression on the USA
and will be starting her
third lour there very

k

glassy eyed at your plctore, hoping, wishing that
one day we might meet.
And if you don't print this
letter I shall personally
come and smash that 'orrlble, slimy, face of yours
Into tiny pieces. Ta.
Diane, A Queen fan,

Mrs Olive Shafto,

Stanmore, Middlesex.
Dan'twe, all love, don't we

NOT SO

Ind, delectable,
loving, beautiful predominate face I've ever
seen. I Ile awake staring
most

,

-

,

Dear Face,
I am just writing to. tell
you that I'm madly, pas slonately In love with
you. 1 tMnk you've got the

e'

It la disappointing to
note that neither Jimmy
Ruffin. Percy Sledge of

Dear Face,
This letter is to Noel
from Islington. ell I can
say I. that the Rollers are,
always have been'the best
group In the world. As for
the two groups he menttoned I doubt Ef anybody
élse has ever heard of
them and If their music is

lady. Remind me to write
you a letter someday, or
send you a plastic replica
of myself or .

shortly.

anything like Status

Quo's or Deep Purple's
then who wants to listen to
It anyway?

Angry Roller fan,

S

would per

I

sonally like to wish Suit
all the best and lots of
luck on this tour and hope
she will be a big hit there.
Maybe with a bit of luck
she

What

Tell that Noel from
Islington that IT doesn't
know what IT Is talking
about and not to insult the
Rollers and their fans because we have all lett our

Not So KeenaMiss Q.
Fan, Liverpool.

charmingsours
young

ra

...

RECORD & TAPE MART!
ROXY LIVE

ELVIS FANSII
ELVIS WORLDWIDE
DISCS
61 GRAFTON ROAD
LONDON NWS
01-4855544/7161
NEW US LP
LAND n00

GERMAN IMPORTS
OR EVER.

EEVIS

won12

book
t3 as
TOeOAY. TOMORROW e
e

FOREVER
PORTRAIT IN MUSIC.

ON STAGE. LOVING YOU.
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS. GIRL

HAPPY and many more,
OUTH AFRICAN LP'. C350

AILHOUSE ROCK. ROCK IS
BACK ALIVE TV. LOVING
YOU end many more.
FRENCH'S s (100 each,
Inn,.
Widen, rovers
60 FULL nHeck.
J

FOR A FULL LIST SEND SAE

101NE ABOVE ADDRESS.
IMPORTANT:
POST
b

-

BAD CO, SPARKS, PURPLE FACES,
BOWIE, YES, 10 CC, WIZlARD,
EARRING, ESSEI, ELTON, KINKS,
SKYNVRD,.00 NAZARETH,
MOTT, 5151 DEE. RORY
GALLAGHER. L.CONEN,
WISHBONE ASH, SLADE,.
ALEX HARVEY, R. MWTE/I,
LOU REED, N.Y DOLLS,
BE BOPTELL "E.
MANY

nal

£l

CASH

unwanted

T. PH. Brine

Lon
o

send Nem by post to:

RECORD& TAPE
EXCHANGE (RMD)
90

Goldh.wk Road

Shepherd's Bush
London W I2.OI-TA9 29x0

5lstew a Brothers IVolIlnel l
WSIspes
Bingo
Bonerlly
Curd.. Mayfield

-

Felice Taylor

-

I, ORE IL
.

-

-

"

Beatles

SAE

Beale.

Cheqw/P0

ROCISTARS

pip

(Dept RN3)
11 Woodside

+

1up

Mel

0

Gee., Batley,

Add 40p

W. Yorkshire

as you picked "Candle In
The Wind" as one of your
singles I'll let you oft.
RI

Glasgow.
Thanks a lot Andy

1911

-Supremos

my list.

1001,111

- Hansen Jones

Sly B The Family Slone
Banco To Tie Moo.
The I5ley Brother,
This Old Coen 01 Mine

-

Chi.LS..

-

,

On Gol

Arthur Conn.ly

-

Sew, SoulMune.FunkYStreet

-

-
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listen to
them first?
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PILOT'S DAVID
PATON

50

SPIN IT
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Dedicated Pilot fan,
Bedfordshire.
No,' wouldn't want you to
do that, but If you really
were a regular reader you
would have noticed that
we had a Pilot poster
about a month ago, and
there've been several articles, Including one last
week. While I'm an the
subject of requests, If you
want a fan club address
or a reply to any other
type of query would you
please send a stamped

'
1

Persona St. London NW4

TAPE MART '

IT is certainly
taking some hammering.
here's another one

...

Dear Face,
Just who does Noel
from Islington think he
is? I suggest Noel and
others like him stop Calling the Rollers and their
fans names. The world
would be nothing without
those five fantastic lads
from bonnie Scotland, so
lay off, or else!
Pauline, Mansfield.
Well, at least In this letter
Noel was personified,
treated almost like a human really, all things eon
sldered.

stet Qettctt

IRREGULAR
Dear Face,
How about you giving
IIus R&PM readers an artide and poster of a real
pop group Pilot. If not
I'm afTald I'LL be torced to
Cancel my subscrt
You wouldn't want me to
do that would your

r,.,

From now onI'm going
Wart
art awarrding a star
prize to what 1 consider
to be the letter of
week. A record token of
(2.00 is to be'won each

the111

week. Here's the first
week's.
Dear Face,
Eddie Cochran was a
singer of charm, a gul1

I

ar player of tre-

mendous technical ability and above all was

tremendously versatile.
Even today his teenage
fans are demanding new
releases from old tapes
which were only released In Germany and
France. Eddie was not
just a one type of song
singyer, and as an artist
he has been understood

EDDIE COCHRAN
could be released very
soon. I hope you can
find some room 'for my

letter because many

thousands of people still
love his music.
Peter Morgan, IS
Kingswºy, Kingswood,

and enjoyed by millions. He was killed In a
Bristol.
taxi smash on April Well Peter, a C2.50
17th, 1960 at Chippenrecord token Is In Its
ham, Wiltshire. I am, way to you. hope you
sure his West Country
don't mind us using your
fans would like to hear
photo of Mr Cochran. It
something about his lat- will be returned to you
est recordings which
as soon as possible.
1

addressed envelope. Oth.
erwlse It will lake me
ages to reply.

The Stereo Cassette Lendlnp
Ltbrery (Room 51. Sherwood
Howe.
,emends Roed,
Canterbury, Kent

Lon
Paul ShYUMrd

l'

FOR HIRE

Congratuledons to lest weeks
winnow (listed below1. ell of whom
will be r.cewing Nelr pros very

4

h

Fitzsimmons,

MUSICASSETTES

a.

s0

Ce

)°'

J.
n

Well, othe Who's best al.
bum Is open to debate, but

1 -why don't you

100 for
SU, EO for CO
loe
C250 Mooned Amnon
d
USA *Ingles. 100 form.

Good luck!

''

Who, Yes and Deep
Purple. Any sugges-

Tel:01-808 4363

Park Lene TOTTENHAM.

n

House, 1 Benwell
Road, London N7
7AX, The first five

t

bums and on this point I'd
like some advice. I want
to buy an album of the

IMPORTED SOUL SINGLES

(Comp 3), Spotlight

along with your correct answers
name and address opened will win.
and the titles of your

i1

albums of rock groups
I've heard of, e, g. Pink
Floyd, E. L. P., Genesis,
Zeppelin, etc. I always
try to buy their best al-

&

pops wop Mirror

1A

I2 9EX

Top Albums & Tapes

US Import singles

two favourite sin favourite singles gles to the following
at
look carefully
all address: Alan Ed this
and find
the advertiser who
Is selling pictures of
Marc Bolan's group.
Send the answer,

SW

REVOLVER

TO WIN your two

advertisements in wards, Record
section

RN), 27 REDFORD HILL, SALWAN,

(WHOLESALE AND OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME)

I
reckon I'm a rockbopper since I only buy

tions?

.

RECORD CORNER (DEPT

.

Dear Face,

Rescue Ma

Unto AnNonyProcul Ninon
5oeo Out My Head
Betty Wright Clean UP WOmen
Whner Shade 01 Pam
This otter .pphea to U Conte
Above b just a *ample of our fortnightly llno which covers 1000 Oil
oldie.. Latest Sounds from the Slates. We mad the way for Soul
Nalh.rn Sound Spo col alts,. Got on our Malting
Ohce Sounds
List noon by .ending Np for ono year's Ire. or 300 for eur nest 6 hoe

'111 S0u.r'tl1If
'c1.11"

In

CORNER

- Movers
Concerto

Baal

Th. Toys

Paperback Water
Eddie Cochran -Summertime Blue.

-

1

COLLECTOR'S

i

SECTION THREE 70p

- Slaw Down/Mateebos

-

.

as good as the others

-

Paul Simon
Mother and Child Reunion

.

good, but in my view not

Fran Shalt

eTim-

Benwell Road,

Rollers fan, Notting.

ham.
Sheesh,

fan,

-

admit Elton's album Is

-

-

Andrew, Elton

B9ckla10,0 Modon

-

-

sends»

every order or send

Hew Hayes

e

Bridge Over Troubled Wales
WOO
Pictures of Lily

Separate Photos 30p each
CATALOGUE

Johnny Nub
Cupid/Hold 50

-

-

Love The One You're With
Simon b Garfunkel -

Postcard She

John's Greatest Hits. But

-

-

Bobby Bloom Montego ray
Ye.
America,
Uncle Albert
Wings
Reeling In The Eon
Steely Dan
Running Bear
Johnny Preston
Store Stills

LP's of the year with
"It's Only Rock 'n' Roll"

and the "Free Story", but
what happened to Elton

-

-

Dear Face,
I agree with your choice
Of

Move On Up

-

- Dorm Road Again

Imagine

-

-

-

Rolling Stones
TkneIsOnMySide
John Lennon

Different of Roy Groups
Singer Only (2.40

FREE

-

1989

Canned Heat

-

IFoal Love Coming On
Booker T a The MG.
Time bright
Respect yourself
Slagle Sing.,.
Rret Choice
Armed B E.lraneN Dangerous
Rufus Thomas
Fllnky ºN/Boole ant 51115g
The RoneHes
Be My Baby
Log WelelS0,nas
The Tram pH
Veda Brown Short 5100010

No Mg. Togoher

-

1

-

Curti. Mayfield

Bowie -,Space
Bowie
Rock b Roll 0th Mo
Happy Bnlhdo
Gory Glitter
Dion The Wonderer

FULL COLOUR PHOTOS

10

UP TO

L.I.Bowie -

WHO?

Stebten

Back

-

Bowie

Spend

Professional

Wed

-

-

QUEEN

COLOUR CONCERT PHOTOS

Sp
holes

-

-

T. REX

ELTON

SECTION TWO -55p

The OJ.Ys
Rita Fortune

1

cradles,.

London, N7.

OURS IS THE FASTEST SERVICE)

.

-Mole

-

PACKING INLAND 20p for
onee LP and Se het see.

each .dd

.

SECTION ONE 70p
Who
Behind Blue Eves
Led ZepplIn
Lone Love
Lea Zepphn
Immrp,enl SAYO
EL P. From The Beginning
Nell Sedeke
Oh Card
ENi. Presley
Love Me Tender
ONG
Tommy Roe
Del Shannon Unle Town n,n
Wooly Bully
Sam the Shen,

E3.15

(315
ROCKIN DAYS
.(3.15
BENCH IMPORT LP. (215
each
JANREM
HOLIDAY,
CLAMBAKE.
DOUBLE
TROUBLE.
CALIFORNIA
HOLIDAY and many more.
LP s 0300 each.
HAVING FUN WITH ELVIS

Sq Is.

STATUS QUO

Mirror, Spotlight House,

1

RECORDS
(SAME DAY SERVICE ON ORDERS)
(DON'T WAIT WEEKS.

BOXY MUSIC

-

liked that letter, a nice
touch at the end there.

OLDIES FROM 1955 TO CURRENT 1975

r.f,40A,

PROMISED

The Face. Anything you
OK, here I am then
want to write about, argue about or complain
about here's the place to send It to. Mail your
Comments to: The Face, Record & Popewop

I

SOUL, ROCK, POP

e1

fans, I

Dear Face.

won't come

---MM---E---------.--I

WILSON PICKETT

tow market.

Quo and Purple
euppoRe?

CRADLE
SNATCHERS
Dear Fa ce,
After taking a long run
off a short pier, as amp
gested by Max and Sue,
I'm still convinced that
the Rollers are the biggest load of rubbish ever
bunged into a cradle. By
calling rock groups longhaired and shabbily
dressed you have only
proved that it's their pretty faces you love and not
the rubbish that they call
music.

Joyce Thompson.

Chesterfield.
I thought E told you to
leave off the Rollers toe a
while .. OL welf at least
It lasted for seseo days.
Talking of cradles, do you
remember Noel from Is.

tington? What do yer

.oean no . . . bit that
person's legs off ..

CALM DOWN
Dear Face,

When 1011 people learn
to grow up? Jan Hitt issue
was mostly full of argu-

ments about singers and
groups etc. As far as I'm
concerned the fans who do
not write into your page
criticising and screaming

over other fans' letters
are true fans ot their re-

spective lave banda. So
why not calm down a Uttle
before writing Into the
Face. Think about what
you are going to write
about first. okay?
Roxy Fan, Faleworth.
Whatever happened to the
Wombles? That's what I
want to know. (That com.
meet has nothing what.
weever to do with the Met
letter, but I couldn't think
of any other way to mention theml. That dtseon't
mlan Lem dumb. Loney
yes. dumb no.

RECORD & POPS WOP MIRROR, FEBRUARY
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STEVE BARLEY a

COCKNEY REBEL:

EMI.
Debut disc from Steve
and his new boye,
although Mr Harley's
And See Me).

attempt at

a

not so positive about it

1

Make Me Smile (Cane Up

being a hit.

MICItEY

solo dlac

-

record In the 50s, and was
one half of the Mickey and
Sylvia duo (remember
Pillow Talk?). This Is a
slow, drifting number,
with more than a slight
feel of the old Ray Charles
about it. Definitely end of
the day music.

REVIEWED BY SUE BYROM

ANDY FAIRWEATHER-LOW

MILK 'N'COOKIES

ANDY FAIRWEATHER

CL 15804).

Long time between this
and his previous hit,
Reggae Tune, both taken
from Andy's very suc-

SL

cessful Spider Jiving
album. This track has
already had a lot of play
on the radio as an album
cut, but this Is a new
version for single release.

Y:

The old Zombies'
number given a very nice
treatment by one of
America's favourite on.
off ladles. It's a beautiful
song and very high In the
US charts
with a push
here, It might repeat the

'

trees

-

success.
SHA NA NA:

Very strong beat, accomStands a good chance.

THE HUES CORPORATION: I'll Take A
Melody (RCA 2514).
This group could almost
become the Dawn of pop
soul
in fact, this is by
tar the poppies( of their
three singles to date.
Very melodic, easy to
hum along to, and for
those who've got their
Rockin' Soul album, a
familiar sound. No doubt

this

choruses back in there

-

couple of

a

strange -looking young
man came first on that
Saturday delight, New
Faces,

where he sang
land played violin) this
voila, two weeks
later, here's that selfsong. Et

same

song already

on

vinyl. It's very much in
the busking style, but as
that's what Magee does
hall the time it's not
surprisigg. I personally
didn't rave about him as
much as the New Faces'
Panel
but then I'm only
a mere mortal. Catchy,

-

though.

hlLLSSON: Save The
Last Dance
For Me (RCA,
2501).
Dear oh dear, Nilsson.
what IS the
matter? If you
think you're

playing this

record at the wrong
Mies" you're not
it's
Just

- version -of
classic.

very slow
tortured?
a

this old

from

album,

Taken
Pussy Cats
there's the un-

his

asi

'

DAVID GATES: Never
Let Her Go (Asylum K
12165).

-

mistakeabje sound of
Lennon 'here as well. It

It happening as a single
it's the kind of song that
makes you want to hear
what her album's like.
I'm assured it's very

picks up very slightly at
the end, but nothing
makes up for the
beginning.

.-

-

remember those ladles?

Round The Room (Rocket

Pig 15).
I remember a few years

and shoving my hand in

a

This Is the title track
from the ex -Bread leader's forthcoming album,
and It's In typical Bread
fashion he sings this

lovely ballad.
gentle with

Very

a guitar break
In the middle, he's
definitely someone to put
on the turntable for a spell
of peace.
BUGATTI AND MUS.
KER: Take Me With You
(Epic 2673).
This couple got them.

tubfull of sawdust and
occasional surprises.

This might strike you as
having absolutely nothing
to do with this new
Stackrldge single
but
they were playing the
music that same silly

bination of musical

-

influences in their music,
including some wispy
vocals. Not a bad debut
record, be interesting to
hear the album that's due
out soon. They're also
quite pretty.

'It's not all hype'
say Arrows

Colour poster
and feature on

evening. Since then
they've changed quite

a

bit and lost a lot of
"country -jigging" sound.

GLEN CAMPBELL:

ALVIN

This is a good-time song

Mary In The Morning
(Ember 335).

that trips along very
merrily
wait for the
time switch at the end
when it really gets goodtime. Nice single, but
perhaps not hit material.
BRUCE CHANNEL: Kiss

-

Gentle, lilting song

from the lineman, who
sings It sweetly against a
nice string arrangement.
For Glen Campbell fans,
he'll be visiting this
country in a couple of

-

STACKRIDGE: Spin

SHIRLEY: I Hear Those ,ago spending a very
Church Bells Ringing pleasant, if somewhat
(Prodigal HLA 10477).
hazy evening, doing
This lady used to be the amazingly complicated
Shirley of the Shirelles
things like bashing the rat

Little, Lost And Innocent
(Island WIPX 131415).

months doing concerts as
well as making six TV
specials. So now you
know.
RITA JEAN BODINE:
That's The Kind Of Love
I've Got For You (20th
Century BTC 2159).
Currently a favourite of
a certain Mr D. Hancock,
whose musical tastes are
not necessarily qj missed
very good
out of hand
number this, up tempo
soul, although I can't see

If it gets played, It might
be a small hit.

good.

MILK 'N COOKIES:

And Run (USA 9).
A new label from UK
records
[1K American,
and this is one of their
first three singles. the

-

\

MAGEE MacNAMARA
Well Shirley's still going
and includes a refrain
from the Dixie Cups'
Chapel Of Lave in this

song. It's a -slightly
updated sixties sound
lots Of bounce and all. and

a

,s---

J

else.

somewhere
and It
Four guys make up this
should appeal to the
New York group, where
discos. A chance.
the going is tough and life
MAGEE MACNAMARA: -sure Is hard according to
Music Man (EMI 2259).
the current information
I've heard of things
accompanying this
happening quickly, but
record. Strange comSaturdays ago this rather

fan oiler

-

about its commerciality.
THE PEPPERS: Doctor
Music (Spark SRL 1119).
The Pepper's last single
managed to climb out of
the "leading up to the

instrumental
number -a few Dr Music

exclusive

-

-

running throughout

PILOT:

Hot Sox

(Kama Sutra KSS 709).
Having recently sent
the sales Of Bryicreen
soaring at their concert
appearances, they have
now given us this cut from
their album of the same
name. If you can pick out
the words
delivered in
a thick Brooklyn accent,
you'll figure out that
Bowzer Is extolling the
virtue of his colourful sox,
which he wears everywhere
even In bed.
Well. It should start a new
fashion trend If nothing

panying Andy's very
personal type of delivery.

basically

great issue
there's

You're No Good (Asylum

(AIc M 7116).

news" bag and Into the
charts, but expecting It to
happen twice is pushing
your luck a bit. Still.
there's a good tight beat

In next week's

LINDA RONSTADT:

Mellow Down

LOW:

RFtPM

practically everyone's

Somehow, this doesn't
have the same Innovative
flash as the old lone-up

...

BAKER: I'll

Always Be In Love With
You (Ours I).
Famous American gultarlst, who played on

went largely unnoticed at
the end of last year.

the Inimitable 'arley
vocals are there all right,
lacks some of the
but
old punch, but'll be a hit
none the less.

Don't miss
next week's

-

other two being numbers
from Johnny Carroll and
the Blue Caps and Dean
Parrish. They've all got
that 50s/60s sound to them
.the Dean Parrish
number being my favourite. if you're a nostalgia
freak, look out for future
releases.
HUDSON BROTHERS:
Cooehie Coochle Coo
(Casablanca GBX 504).
Three American broth-

-

ers who have

an

are, apparently,

all-

extremely popular show
in the States, where they

vysly
too 4,

round entertainers. This
Is a fast, beaty number,
lots of rolling plan and
assorted things. plus lots
of repetition of the title
phrase. Catchy. sure. but

1

STARDUST

LINDA RONSTADT
selves about at the end of

last year when they

The only paper with

played support to Bryan

Ferry. They're also

notching up considerable
success in the fangwriting field. This song
recently came second out
of thousands of entries In
¿he American Song
Contest. as It's a very
pretty number, with a riff
that's very easy to hum to
after just a couple of
spins. A couple to watch
out for.
KOOL d' THE GANG:

the BBC charts
maco extra
Order it nowt
r

Rhyme Tyme People
(I'olydor '22001558 ).
One of, America's best
funky bands, with a very
tight soul -jazz sound. We

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND HAND IT
TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

i

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
OF
COPY
RECORD
ñ
MIRROR
POPSWOP
EACH
WEEK

seem to have left them out
here, but they sure are
big over there, and at
least their sounds get due
recognition in the discos.
Be nice to see them break
1n the UK.

NAME
ADDRESS

'nao.

STACKRIDGE
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a
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HOUSESHAKERS, Hope
1

JANUARY 30th

CHARLEY PRIDE,
Apollo, Glas gow
STAN KENTON, Picketl's, Lock centre
BARCLAY JAMES HAR-

A

Anchor.

207

Upper

Street, London Ni
MICHIGAN FLYERS,
Greyhound. Fulham

ALIIERTOS

y

LOST

BAND, Dtngwalls, Camden Lock, London, NWl
BOB DAVENPORT, Masons Arms, Wellgate

TRIOS PARANOIS / PI RANAS, Middlesex Pol
y technic, Enfield
STRIFE, King's College,
London
CURLY, North East Condon Polytechnic, Waltham Forest
CISCO, Cafe des Artleta,
26k Fulham Road. London

Yorke

TOKUNRO, Brecknock,
227 Camden Road, Lon-

VEST. Usher Hall,
Edinburgh
STEVE GIBBONS
BRIAN DEW'HURST,
Mount Hotel, Melton,

SW 10

S

don NW1

BROWNSVILLE JUG
BANNED, The Place,

Nelson,

.4ILOR, Bolton Town'
Hall
Hanley, Stoke on Trent
G R E E N S L A D E,
Warwick University
ALHERTOS, Middlesex
Polytechnic
GAS WORKS, Hard Rock,
Manchester

DICK MORRISSEY

QUARTET. Seven Dials,
27 Shelton Street, London
WC2

ACE, Rhodes Centre,

Bishop's Stortforci
STRIDER, Exeter Technlcal College
SUNDANCE, Plymouth
Polytechnic
GONZALEZ. Speakeasy,
46 Margaret Street, Lon-

EX -PENTANGLE duo John
Renboum and Jacqul McShee

start their British tour this
week at Bath University
(January 29), Hatfield Polytechnic (91), Loughborough
University (February!).
Supertramp supported by
Gallagher and Lyle continue
their tour of the UK. Maximum
price for all the gigs on this tour
Is £1 which has to be one of the

lest bargains around,

so take
the opportunity to catch Super-

100

WA

MOSBA, Queen's Head,
Green Lane, London ES
JUNIOR PILOT, Sun-

,

Kensington Church

Street, London WS .
DILL LE SAGE / ART
TI6EMAN, 4, Bull's Head,
Barbee Bridge, London,

is

SWib

University

CHARLEY PRIDE, Gaumont, Ipswich
STAN KENTON, Leasclitfe Hotel, Folkestone
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST, Calyd Hall, Dundee
AL MATTHEWS, Dingwalls, Camden Lock, London N W1

BAND, Top O' World,
Stafford
PRESSURE, Kiko's Club,
Pontefract
KOOL & THE GANG.
s,
B a r b a r e l l
Birmingham

a'

RANDY. Kensington,

Russell Gardens, Holland
Road, London W14
GORDON GILTRAP /

McKENZIE COOKE,
Gwent College of Technology, Newport

SLACK ALICE, Winchester School ofArt
CHOPYN, The Granery,

Bristol
G R E E N S L A D
Warwick University

BRIAN DEWHURST,
White Swan, Scunthorpe
ARGENT, Brunel University, Uxbridge
SAILOR, Penthouse,
Scarborough
HALF HUMAN BAND.
Harrow Technical College
MIKE ABSALOM, Bristol
University
CISSY STONE, / BODY

&

SOUL, Club Arabella,
Sunderland
ISOTOPE. Leicester University

JOHN MARTYN /
LUCAS

&

MCCULLOCIL

Hull University

GLOBAL VILLAGE
TRUCKING COMPANY,
Corn Exchange, Cambridge

E,

CATCHPENNY,

Finsbury Library., St.,
John Street, London EC1
METISSE, The Target;
Butts Centre, Reading
S

T

A

CK R

I

D G

-o

E.

SUPERTRAMP, City'
Hall. Newcastle
JAMES HOGG, Roxy,
Blackpool

Bucks.

/ JOHN GOLDING, Kent University
JOIIN MARTYN /
WALLY

LUCAS

&

McCULLOCH,

Bristol University
GREED, Newlands Tavern, 40 Stuart Road, London SE36
EAST OF EDEN, Mar-

quee. 90 Wardour Street,
London W1

JAKE: THAKERAY;
Falrfields Hall, Croydon'

week at Dingwalls, London
(January 29), Norwich East
Anglia University (31), Oxford
College of Education (February 1).

ACE
GAS WORKS. St. Chad's

College, Durham
ACE, St. Paul's College,

Cheltenham

BARIK'OUR VITZ

ARMY, Edinburgh Uni-

versity
STRIDER, Johnson Hall,
Yeovil

GROUNDHOGS /

STRIFE, Central London
Polytechnic

E,
Southampton University
S O

N D A

N.0

AL STEWART,

University

Surrey

BY DAVE LDNBMAN

COUNTRY JOE
ORAPPELLI,
100

'
-

"I am a disc jockey
with the Sounds Of
Venus mobile disco,
and I am also an accountant. and feel that
your column should
clarify the situation.
since errors can lead
to overpayment of
taxes. A DJ should

Expenses include coat
of records, travelling

In force. If you use a

car for getting around
expenses including and use it privately as
wear and tear on your well, you may claim 155
vehicle, repairs to per cent of the cost

equipment (not new
!)
equipment
advertising and subscriptions to assoclaeons. Any expenses
submit a statement, of a capital nature,
showing how he ar- new equipment or a
rives at the various new van are not deducfigures. Firstly, you table.If your wife anshould stale your gross swers the phone for
income, that Is the you for your bookings,
amount you earn or you may Include the
have earned during amount which you pay
the year. Them' you to her.
should deduct any ex"As regards new
penses you have incorred while you have equipment, a system of
been doing the disco. capital allowances is
,

AJ 'PICK 'OF

each year, Which must
be divided between DJ
and private use. Otherwise, the allowance
is 100 per cent in the
first year and none after that. These rates
may Change, so consequently must he kept

from, other ex-

penditure. "

Thanks very much
Chris. so if you does he
says, you stand a good
Chance of not over paying your tax. Good
luck!

THE WEEK

JULIE ROSKO (gee, being at a local youth
sure do dig that origi- club, Most of the
are
nal name) wrote in tracks she plays with
from Mansfield this soul 'or Tanda,
week. Julie is the first some bf her favourites
lady to write in Calais. including Keep On
cos, and it was great to Loving Me from

being a lass. People
just stand and stare as
they see a petite feIs

male lugging round
speakers and amplifiers. Recently she
tried fora job on Radio
Nero, and Nottingham, her local
hear her side of Frances
things. Usually she's Manifesto from James radio station, but was
turned down Just beout on the road four Lewis.
cause she was a lady.
nights a week around
Julie's Top Ten Is as
The biggest problem
Nottingham. with one
of her regular spots Julie comes up against follows:
I. Tainted Love, Gloria Jones
Under My Thumb, Wayne Gibson.
-3. Keep On Loving Me, Frances Nero.
4. Never Can Say Goodbye, Gloria Gaynor.
i. Dance Dance Dance, Casua leers.
6. Manifesto, James Lewis.
7. Six By Six, Floorshakers.
9. Soul For Sale, John ShroederOrehestra.
9. Goodbye, Nothing To Say, Jaeells.
10. The Same Old Thing. Fred Smith Orchestra.
2.

College, Sheffield
MICHAEL MOORE, The
Wheelhouse, Liverpool

Speakeasy. 48 Margaret
Street, London, W1
MEDICINE HEAD, Sed- JOHN RENBOURN /
geley Park; College, Man- J 4CQUI MCSHEE &
chester
FRIENDS, Hatfield PdHUSTLER, SC Andrew's ytechnie
Hate Norwich
METISSE, The Wayne
L I N D I S F A R N E, Country Club, Ashburton,
Southampton University
Devon
PRESSURE, Rik o's Club,
STALLION, Plough &
Pontefract
Harrow, Hucknail, Notts,
KOOL & THE GANG, SNAFU / SHANGHAI,
Rainbow, 232 Seven Sis- Salford University Union
ters Road, London N4
BEES MAKE HONEY;
CONTRABAND, Queen Royal Holloway College,
Margaret Hall, Glasgow
Surrey
PASADENA ROOF OR- GOOD HABIT. Courtyard
CHESTRA, Nottingham Anrs. Trust, Gloucester
University
MIKE HERON'S REPUTHE WINKLES, St Andrew's Hall, Norwich
SASSAFRAS. Liverpool

Polytechnic
SHAKIN STEVENS A
THE SUNSETS, Tetley

100

Club,

Oxford Street, London

W1

MAJESTICE, Kings, II-

FOUNDATIONS. Lady
Spencer Churchill Col-

rl

;II
t

I

low, Liverpool (until
8.2.75)
SHAKIN STEVENS &
THE SUNSETS, Suzie's
super
Disco, Weston
"

..

FEBRUARY Ist
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST. City Hall, Newcastle
SWEET SENSATION,
Casino, Leigh
G. T. MOORE & THE

-

REGGAE GUITARS,
Boston Technical College

about the amount Of taxes that a disc jockey should and
should not be paying. Quoting from Chris's letter:

DONNIE ELBERT,

Glamorgan Polytechnic

WITCHES, Langland
Bay, Swansea
BYZANTJUM, Nag's
Head, High Wycombe,

McDONALD, East Anglia
University, Norwich
9 T E P H A NE

~LI.////!//"1///1////1/!_/11/!/.'
CHRIS DYMOND has written In from Bromley in Kent

down, Charing Cross
Road, London W1
SKYPORT ADE, Matilda's, Old Swan, 206

JANUARY 31st
RARE BIRD, Worcester
College of Education
HAWKWIND, Lancaster

Cot, NTRY JOE
FRESH AIRE, Sands,
Luton
EDGAR BROUGHTON

Mare

the Spring.
If you missed Cotmtry Joe
McDonald on his visit bete at
the end of last year, now's your
opportunity to see him. This
time he Is supported by former
Fish lead guitarist Barry Melton añd they're playing this

Holloway

Road, London N7
ORO WITNEY, Golden
Lion, 490 Fulham Road,
London SW6
BANG, New River Arms,
Tu rnford, nr. Broxbourne

ROCK ISLAND LINE,
Dundee College of Educa-

Wig

lege, Wheatley, Nr. Oxford
IRON VIRGIN. Aberdeen
College of Education

SAR.IEANT, Assembly
Roorm, Surbltm

YELLOW BIRD, Lord

don W1

tion

ford

BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST. Floral Hall, Southport
MIKE ABSALOM, Hurnbe rside Theo tre, Hull
THE WINKLES, Tithe
Farm House I, Eastevte
Lane, South Harrow
CONTRABAND, Centre
Hotel, Liverpool
CHI-LITES, Wookey Hot -

tramp before they embark on
their American debut tour in

College, Carmarthen
JAMES HOGG, Doncaster College of Education
WITCHES. Drones, Bridgend

WHISPER. Aquarius,
Bridgend

BREWER'S DROOP

(1000th Gig). Golden Diamond, Sutton in Ashfield
RALLY / JOHN GOLDING. Thames Polytechnic
BABE RUTH. Aston Uni-

versity, Birmingham
EWAN Mac(OLL& PI GGY SEEGER, Cecil
Sharp House. 2 Regents
Park Road, London NWi

DEREK BRIMSTONE,

Imperial College, London
TATION. Sussex Unlver- BERNARD WRIGLEY.'
Mingles, Adams Arms,
slty
S T A C K R I D G E, Conway Street. London
3henstone New College, WI
NOEL MURPHY / .11A
iBrune:grove
HONEYCOMBS, Trinity _ZEL SING / DEREK

SAILOR, Heavy Steam
Machine, Hanley, Stoke
on Trent
THE OHIO PLAYERS.
Hammersmith Odeon
BLUEBIRD, The Place,
Hanley, Stoke on Trent
KOKOMO / CHILLI
WILLI / DR. FEEL -

GOOD, Guild Hall,
Plymouth

LYNMEY DE PAUL

KILBURN & THE HIGH
ROADS, Barbarella's,

Birmingham

JOHN RALDRY, Central
Hotel, 150 Barking Road,

Ham
NORTHERN SOUL East
Ill -SHOTS,
CLUB'S ROAD SHOW,
Vikings Hotel, Goole

JOHN MARTYR /

Worksop Va-

riety Club, Notts.

SUPERTRAMP, City

LUCAS

Hail, Glasgow

GLOBAL VILLAGE.

MER, Chic Hall, Bore

& McCULLOC7.
Sheffield University

TRUCKING COMPANY,
Westminster College

COZY POWF:i.11S HAM-

ham Wood
B RINSLEY SCHWARZ.

BAKER GURVITZ Torrington, 4 lodge Lane,
ARMY / ROCK ISLAND
London N12
LINE, Strathclyde Uni- HUSTLER / CISCO. Han
-

versity Glasgow
SIINDANCE, Exeter University
PRESSURE, Kiko's Club,
Pontefract

low Tec Anneal College

JACQUI MCSHEE,
Loughborough University
GRYPHON. Kingston

FEBRUARY 3rd
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST, Free Trade Hall,
Manchester
ROY HARRIS Brunsw-

JOHN RENBOURN/
Polytechnic
GORDON GILTRAP /

II

II,1,111

McKENZIE COOKE, ick Hotel, Cha Ault
Queen Margaret College. Street, Avenham, Preston
BAKER GURVITZ
Glasgow
SASSAFRAS, Priory Hotel, Scunthorpe
SHAKIN STEVENS a
THE SUNSETS, Liendaff

Technical College, Cardiff

WHISPER, Hymac,

Rhymney
JAMES HOGG BAND,
Weymouth College

SWEATY BETTY,

Greyhound, Fulham Palace Road, London
H.AWKWIND, Leeds Uni-

versity
A BAND CALLED O,
Roundhouse, Dagenham

FRUUPP, Farnborough
Technical College

S T A C K R I D G

E,

Birmingham University
SUPF,RTRAMP, Usher
Hall, Edinburgh
WALLY / JOHN GOLDING, Portsmouth Polytechnic

COUNTRY JOE

McDONA1D, Oxford College a/Education
MIKE HERON'S REPUTATION + NICO, Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London S W 1

flY
FEBRUARY bid

JOHN MARTYR /
LUCAS

&

McCULI.ODH,

Victoria Place, Landon

CHARLEY PRIDE.
Theatre Club, Wakefield

STAN KENTON. Cliff Pa-

villon, Southend
HA WK WIND. Coventry

Theatre
LYNSEY DE PAUL,
Fiesta, Stockton (for one
week)

ARMY, De Montfort Hall,

Leicester
GORDON GILTRAP

/

McKENZIE. COOKE,

Worcester College of Education

SASSAFRAS. Golden

Diamond, Sutton in Ash field
MARTIN CARTER, Red
Bear, Sherbern, Elmett
S

T

A

C K R

I

D O

E,

Dixieland Showbar, Colwyn Bay Pier
METISSE, 99 Club, Barrow In Furness
MAC a KATIE KISSOON, City Centre Club,
Coventry

I'I

Itl

FEBRUARY 4th

JOHN MARTYR /
LUCAS

&

McCULLOCIL

Swansea University

BYZANTIUM, Newlands
Tavern. 40 Stuart Road,
London SEW

GORDON GILTRAP,
McKENZIE COO1k. Cambridge University

KILBURN & THE HIGH
ROADS / HUMPHREY.
100 Club, 100 Oxford
Street, London W1

SUTHERLAND
BROTHERS & QUIVER
Students' Union Charity
Appeal Tiffany's Ballroom, Glasgow
ERIC DELANEY, Opposite Lock Club, Rirming
ham
MAC & KATIE KIEOON.
City Centre Club. Coy.

entry
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STYLE
sa

BOMBER

ao
COW

32"

BAGGIE

DONIGAL TWEED
BAGGIES 1N
STYLES

FLAIRS

3' 3 button waistband

z., b

side pockets

ALSO
BOMBERS
STYLE 140
COLOURS
BLACK b WHITE
BROWN b
WRITE

;lack, brown, navy, Ice blue, green.
Lee

/math 32"

Guys

let

21" 36'

]
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34

'Co.

TURN STYLE

Sez,e

Gib

01 Regent Street

de payable
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(DEPT RN)
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BAGGIES
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I

G501111.1 545

Runcorn, Cheshire
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7. NEW BAT CITY

BAT CITY

ROLLERSr

(LIVE ON STAGE)

ROLLERS

7GÍHigh Sl.eNl
Dudley, W.Mdlanrts

STYLI

COMMA

LONG

k1MLL COLOURED

MOCCASINS REAL SUEDE

IPINGED
u

MOCCASINS

RIM

SLIDE LEATHER

Nand madeto measure

CRALYN

;JI

VELVET

.11411

S. QUEEN

-

TO ORDER
Sand on papa, and
dew around bare leeL Sian,
"H,uh' o, "Law' Im,ep

Sold only by (DEPT PM)

MOCCASIN MAN
Sr,

bran, Wadebridge, Cornwall

ñ

By far the best

. IT four
s

Send large s.a.e. for Erie
catalogue or our corn:

WRANGLERS

LAR ES

r

LEVI VELVET
BAGGIES

NOS.

NO. 6

-

r

SWEAT
SHIRTS

OLD DENIM
GEAR

Pao

PAP 30F
Stand on nsper ea
a:+ER
., real G,we Leff
m,aat oar,
- Twah Sole, and
C LUDE5
narked
Sus.
Sus
measurements Punch,
Kn.la, Awl. Needle,
Yackt
Laces,

,

LEVI JEANS

'

THE ORIGINAL

FRINGED £3.80
PLAIN £3.50

E

UN
notS
aw,

E

ALTERNATIVE
CROWE

NATURAL COLOURED

denim leans
around for lit and
Quality Four
pockets, belt loops,y

7a"
Boon

,von.

£6.50

,Sizes

26" - 34"

Price

£6.95

BAGGIES

Send -to: Dept. RM
Tammy Mfg.

o.kl.y Sheol,
Northampton.
2

"Camel" Las
Illustrated). Straw.

.larde ge
flares and two. Inch
belt lochs A fantas-

ROGER

DAVIS

tic offer made
Lpoisbsra.
yrmally
Normally
Libra. 'Pig

Sr.34'

Now at ea 95r
250
Gap (please
(please russ h)

ONLY

FULL
COLOUR

l

Cdray seFee

sales etc

L iz

eesa

s

XL. Cabins.
L
Yellow,White, black
lightIte, na yr,
S,

paEsprtp

Cop

Guys state waist

26341n.hip.
to 341n.

dark wine or navy

BAY OTT ROLLERS
IRON -ON TRANSFERS

due

7.12 days delivery. Prompt refund If returned within 7 days
Chequuess/Pos Mos made payable to Lib's
Sept RM, 15, Shrubbery Road, Streatham London

/

SIMPLY IRON OH JEANS,
T-SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS,
ETC.

to apply.

xer

1. NEW LES MaGEOWN
Bock

Roana

e.,ea£595 £4.75

SHRIMP DESIGNS

-

405 NORNSET ROAD

LONDON NIB 33P

'

hustlers

Superb' 1920's
style leather shoe, Black &
QWhite brogue uppers
"'-+. lightweight cushioned
base with 3" heels.
Sizes 6-10.

high heel, Black & Silver.
or Brown & Cream,
leather slip-on

Sizes 6-10.

I

£11.99/\
30

y

(plus

£10.99
IÓ/es

a

Stylish all-weather boot
Bt..), with 10 rap Round
with wiped design on llgniwelgkl

in Black or

30p P&P(

4

odgers
sole. Sizes 6s/p;"1?0

I`piltform

:

Rr"

IDI

Sizes

3

heel

10

£13.50
km.30p

-

ERETURN YOUR

toeplatform base ,with
p6PE

JARJADU LTD
(Dept.

ALL LEATHER black laceup sii
=
with unusual brown contrastin girle s i n.
Really stylish, with 3%" high heel and

A4AHÇFT

2,F

platform shoe with 3+'a

angbusters

DAVID NEALE

la:
PERMAPRINTS (Dept R17)
P.O. BOX 201

PACK OF THREE
IRON-OHS, ONLY 9Sp

11,I

CONTACT

eplel

Tel. 01-9470270

TO ADVERTISE

MARKET PLACE

te..'afers
to

new from

IN

Freí catalogue al our Yong*
with .eery order. nena
add 20p P A P to total orlar

shin e In
3

40"«50'

IN MAGENTA ONLY 70p

nunesenn

ALL FAN CLUB MARKETING. DEPT. RM8
80 FRANCHE COURT ROAD, LONDON SW17

23 The High.

Streethem High Road. London SWIG
i c Sf 300750 pw R+nnvent le. po]r and pat.,np

POSTER GIANT

transfer

SCARVES

-

1

NEW FROM PERMAPRINTS

Blue, Gold, Tan or White, bop each. Pin on Sparks Badges 25p each 15 different
Colour Engraving Ron a Russ or Sparks or I LUV
(1.001. Chrome ID Bracelet
Chain, Engraving as above,60p each. Catalogue
Sparks 75p each. Heart Pendant
Popsfar, Motorcycle, Football, Badges 4 Scarves included with Order.
Trade and export enquiries welcome. One day posting,

£4.95

ON
01-607 6411

Comfort'

d.Southern
d

31'eD$'

MURPHY
AND

velvet

Levis with

SPARKS
-

Roa Neck

Dept RM

blue inset In
centre leg
Gun
Stale waist 2SIR 361n
Chicks hips
leg lengths. 30 34.
Colours navy or
Mack
Only 02.95 + 250
pBy (the cheapest
best value lean
andthe markeD

ILILL

olds Including

pale

Wranglers, etc,

tommy

warm and
comfortable Verous
Super

Easy

Wool Col, B/ek Nev,
anea white Drown.
Burgundy light Ewe
Sues 32" ,a 42"

ao,e Grarn

leanswith super
lred ottoms and

LIBRA,

SWEATERS
Rib au.I,r5 Sheli.nd

30in.

Best quality

Brushed denim Lem

TO S COLOUR

ONLY 7Sp EACH

OEN

plete range Including:
jeans, shirts, skins,'
bombers,
waistcoats,
jackets, etc. All made
from
old
Levi's,

1

POSTERS

GIANT

RN/I)

InnoU

"Dr5'°wQR".
N

ACE

2

Victoria Road North

SOIJTHSEA.Hampshire.
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THIS IS the scene

from Stardust that

Guess Who's

has become the
centre of schoolyard

breaking thro

undies on. He was

gossip

-

Is David

starkers or not? The
truth is he kept his

too shy. David
admits: 'I didn't

really want my bum
THIRTEEN albums, a string of hits In the States, and gold records flashing. I played
by keeping my
safe
in their native Canada, and still the Guess Who wouldn't be
pants on so there
recognised in England even If they'd lived next door to you.
couldn't be any
The band hasn't been
shots of the naughty
here since their last and
only UR hit. in 1970, so it
parts. I think that's
isn't too surprising. But
why the girls were
with a new European tour
having such a good
very much to prospect,
time. They really
the band's three -night run
were starkers. "
at New York's Bottom
most recent member,

guitarist

Domenic

Troiano, has added a lot
of scope to the band, and
Is dragging them determinedly away from the old
US hits and towards a
new, more free -ranging

DID YOU see

promising songwriling
partner.
Cummings' direct, determined vocals make an

Trotano's unorthodox but
effective stylings, and the
total sound gains a lot
more power as a result
There's a long history
behind the band, and as

far

as Europe is
concerned, there's still a

mad reunions in London
the other week when Sha
Na Na hit town. NM only
were Chico front the band
and ex -Mott man Morgan
Fisher hanging around
together but also Mal out

deal

4

8

5

4

8

8
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2

mother and Bill Maynard
the father.
Also in this romping sex
comedy will be former
Street Gang memwork on the follow. Fenn Carol
Hawkins and
it's called bers
Peter Cleall, Bill Pertwee
Confessions of a Pop the warden from Dad's
Army. Eric Barker and
Performer.
Imogen Hassell.
Bugattt and Musker
Robin Asquith who have written about eight
for the film, all
played the window songs
cleaner again plays hopefully to he released
on
a
forthcoming
album,
Timmy Lea the central
will add to the
Character running which
gross
through all the Confession film's proceeds
sagas, and apart from the - Warner / Columbia hope
usual bevy of beautiful will overtake that of
females there's a very Confessions of a Window
Cleaner, which was one of
strong cast.
the top box-office films o!
1974. That's some target,
but watch this paper for

Iv E S S
of the Wild Angles.

And

Sha

Na

No

happens to be the

favourite band of one
Keith Moon. Mud reunion
wouldn't have been the
word if he'd been in town
as well.

Columbia
REFLECTIONS OF ME LIFE,
Derra
Marmalade
COME AND GET IT.Badfinger Apple
.A1.1.1 HAVE TO DO IS DREAM,
Bobby Gentry and Glen Campbell
Capitol,
SUSPICIOUS MINDS, Elvis Presley
RUBY DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE TO
TOWN,
Kenny Rogers and the First Edition

8.
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GO NOW. Moody Blues

YOU'VE
F FELON:.
YOU`VE

FEIsLI

LOST THAT LOVIN'

-Cella Blaek

Parlophone

LOST THAT LOVIN'

London
The Righteous Brothers
Columbia
YETI YEN, Georgic Fame
COME TOMORROW. Manfred Mann

IIMV
TIRED OF WAITING FOR YOU. Kinks
Pye

Deere
TERRY, Twinkle
GIRL. DON'T COME, Sandie Shaw Pye
FRRR1"CROSS THE MERSEY,
Columbia
Gerry and the Pacemakers
CAST YOUR FATE TO THE WINDS,
Piccadilly
Sounds Orchestral
1980
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further news.

Mae--

Reprise

JET PLANE,
Peter Paul and Mary
Warner Bros
WITCH'S PROMISE / TEACHER.
Chrysalis
Jethro Toll

I.EAVIN' ON

198.7

-a

-

3

RCA

upand

unusual mix with

THERE WERE some

1

3

Anthony Booth, best

Trufano's blues and jazz
leanings.
Burton -Cummings, the
lead singer, is still the icing on the cake.
most dominant figure m the four -man group, but Columbia / Warner
in Troiano, he has an who made the film
admirable foil as well as a have just started

MA

1970

LOVE GROWS, Edison lighthouse Bell
TWO LITTLE BOYS, Rolf Harris

12

I

as Alf Garnett's
Confessions of a known
-In-law plays Timmy's
Window Cleaner? son
brother-in-law. Sheila
Pretty good wasn't White plays Timmy's
it? Well here's the sister, Doris (On the
Buses) Hare, plays the

style encompassing

long way to go, but this
latest incarnation looks to
be the most likely one to
break the barrier.

raw

omeny, sex
AND music

Line took on morelnterest
The addition of their

n

David's

9
10

1

WILY, Anthony New ley

Mecca

VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS, Cliff
Richard
Columbia
Y
STARRY EYED. Michael Holliday
Columbia
4
W'AY DOWN YONDER IN NEW
ORLEANS:
Freddie Cannon
Top Rank
8
HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER.,
Guy Mitchell
Philips
POOR ME, Adam Faith
Parlophone
5 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
THOSE EYES AT ME FOR?.
Emile Ford
Pye
EXPRESSO BONGO EP, Cliff Richard
Columbia
fl4 PRETTY BLUE EYES, Craig Douglas
Top Rank
11
SUMMER SET, Acker Bilk
Columbia
3

A

-

-81-10*'k-*?FYrktt

BRYLCREEM, striped

ALL THE

BEST NAMES
ARE IN

STAR BREAKERS
1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10

HEY GIRL DON'T BOTHER ME

-

Tams.

Anchor
LOVE GAMES -Drifters. Bell
- YOU ARE YOU- Gilbert O'Sullivan. MAM
LOVE IS ALL- Roger Glover & Guests. Purple
' I'M ON MY WAY Dean Parrish. Island B.T.
DO IT ('TIL YOUR SATISFIED)
Express. Pye
I'LL TAKE A MELODY Hues Corporation.
RCA
Phillip & Vanessa.
TWO SLEEPY PEOPLE

-

-/

-

Anchor
9TH DREAM John Lennon. Apple
TOBY Chi-lites. Brunswick

-

-

sox and tequila, we've
been up to our neck In it

this week, not to mention
custard pie part., and
affected publicists . .
but Dtngbat's 21st was

-.

Ooh

I'm speechless

Keith Richard, Nick Kent

and Mark

failed to show

Plummer
...
but the
did

Bowie entourage

make it. Course Angie
wasn't theré but after that
Russel Harty appearance
on Friday we hear she's
gone back to the Old Kent
Road . . . American
indeed . . . and the
cracked actor? Didn't 'e
look thin, mind you, the
office groupie vouches for
his stamina
Now
what were Maggie
Bell and Status Quo doing
singing Bye Bye Blackbird for 4,5 minutes In the
lift at London Weekend
Television . . . and
WHAT for Godsakes is
Rod doing 'angle round

...

LED ZEPPELIN

JOHN McLAUGHLIN

GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
GOLDEN EARRING

JAMBOREE

JINGLES
JESSIE (sit down dear,
have a cup of Ira and just
call me Mrs Dale)
Matthews, gives her own
art deco campiness to the
or at
recording world
least she did.

-

Now the age of

1

decadent elegance is back
with us here comes our

GET IT TODAY

Jessie with

a

little

something guaranteed to
get any Malda Vale party
off the ground.
It's a collection of some
of the sauciest sounds of
the mid-Thirtles, when
Jess was at her height.
.Such ditties as Over My

Shoulder from August
1937 and My Heart Stood
SW), cut 10 years earlier.
And those sleeve notes,

dahling with Jessie

telling us how proud she is
that Robert Hale was her
father-in-law and other
scintillating bits of
drawing room paranoia.
Neff said, If you can
get off on Busby Berkley,
the Goldwyn Follies,
Gary Glitter or Alvin
Stardust then Jessie (In

of course) Matthews will invite you
round for a cup of tea.
mono,

just EVERYWHERE
with Gary

AND
WHAT FOR Krissakes
went on In the changing
room at Sha Nº Na's
gymnasium reception?!?
Now for some real facts:
Steve Marriott was being
touted as the hottest tip
yet for the Stones this
week but of course We all
been denied .. . Humble
Pie will not spat and even
if Jagger was seen out
with Marriott when he
was supposedly in Rotterdam, there is no truth in
more
this rumour
Mud ARE
real facts
going it alone from now on
and we'll have the full
story next week ..

...

THE BIG NOISE
IN'HI-FI MAGAZINES

Before you buy
hi-fi equipment
buy Hi-Fi for Pleasure,
the magazine that
gives sound advice
on equipment
best buys
Hi-Fi'for Pleasure

Monthly 30p
Hi -Fi for Pleasure, The Adelphi,
John Adam Street, Strand, London WC2
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WANTED. 17.20 for boy

Pltelo tf possible. Fife
Box No. 166R.
FOR FREE LIST OF
PEN pslssend a clamped
addressed envelope to
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PENFRIENDS

AVAILABLE, home and
broad. Sae to: Pen
Society (N38). Chprley,
Lancs.

East. Wednesbury,

Midlands.

SOULMATES - THE
LEADING ONE DATING
SERVICE for friends,
dates, etc. Please write:
Soul Mates (RM), 52 Shaf-

yam

-

SOULMATES
Find out
the secret of Soulmates'

-

matchmaking success.
Write Soulmates (R), 52
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, WI.

OUS.

-

Dating (RRM/3),

109

Queens Road, Reading.
GUI SEERS girl 17.19,

for loving relationship.
Norfolk / Cambs area.

-

EXCITING!
DIFFERENT! The best
Box No. 188R.

services for Dating / Pen friends or Romance or
Marriage. Thousands of
members, all ages. England and abroad. For tree
details send SAE to
W.
F. E. 74 Amhurst Park,
London Nl.

-

Make new friends!
Far n- mammonn:,,,,.,,ml
hem
aril...
«m
rn 71loam
,sanw«or
,,l
ire
TRW. yTA1nnli.OniIi
W11
In-11,7 Max
!.Null

Dt

Stall

Street, Bath.
WORLDWIDE
INDIVIDUALLY

21

selected

Penfrfends / Marriage
partners. Send SAE Club

International,

26 Wood-

man Close, Leighton Buz-

dent. Send 15p for big
prospectus. It's deductible.
N. W. T., 27
Stanhope Street, Levenshulme, Machester.
JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends. Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
31,4p stamp

-

-

to: Jane Scott, 3/rm
North Street. Qupdrant,
Brighton, Sussex. BN1

3GJ.
PENFRIENDS at home
and abroad. AU ages.
Send SAE for free details

-Society,
European Friendship
Burnley.
PALS anywhere.

- Send

SAE for free' details,

Teenage Club; Falcon

House, Burnley,
10 BOYS; like to meet,
group girls, London.
Contact Box No. 167R.

-

Records.For Sale

FRIENDS
will show you

how to gó up to
any girl you 'fancy
and ask for a date.
,
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send
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Fry is.
enclose cash/cheque/
for ' C2
order
postal
postagé Included
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All documents posted in
plain seated covers.

`

Name

sex.

RARE ROCKABILLY

records.

For
-Rand,

list

25

Al-

vin Street, Gloucester.

-

S.A.E. W.

BOPSOUNDS 1952/75.
S. A. E. Nigel; 15 Elm
Row, Stockton, Rugby,

Warwicks.
AMERICAN SOUL, pop,
45s, LPs, English labels,
S. A. E. for
Imports.
lists, John Jones, -195
Chippenham Road, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex,
RM38HT.

-

45's 25p eadh

-

S.A.E.

7 Ravenswood
Ave., Tunbridge Wells.

Address

Brighton.

ROCK POP soul singles
from 15p.
Send large
S.A.E. Sheila Chadwick,
Grove Street, Wilmslow,
Cheshire.

-

-

E.18.

OH -BOY -LP El's. Cliff,
Shadows. Good prices.
Box No. 165R.

-

TAMLA AND Soul
prices paid.

-

CASSETTES? Fair
Holme,

2

Harrogate.

Gavin
Street,

ALL YOUR unwahted

-

Linda,

S. A.

BACK NUMBERS of
Record & Radio Mirror

wanted for issues dated
December 8th and December 27th, 1973, and
June 15th and August
10th, 1974. Good prices
Write first to
offered.
Dave Longman, 25 Hetiey
Road, London, W.12.

-

Join unique penfrtend

club (SAE for free details) to "Elvis Friends,"
16A, Linnet Close, Coventry.
LONELY MALE (19),
shy, happy, likes sport,
pop, cinema, reading,
fishing, travel; seeks sinfor friendship

Kerridge, Nr. Mac-

clesfield, Cheshire.
LARGE SELECTION Ex Juke Box Records,
S.A.E. List, 47 Chelmsford Street. Weymouth,
Dorset.

-

THOUSANDS
Records,

phenomenal February
S. L. L., Pratt's
list.
Market, Hayle, Cornwall.
TAM LA SOUL. Pop

records from 5p.

large S.A.E.

Send
-"Soul

Scene,'' 6/8 Stafford
Street, St. George's, Telford. Salop TF2 9J Q.

01

girl

(16-20)

-; any reli-

- Box

462 -

-

907 2826/2991.

01

BE S RUBETTER. Send
S. A. E. for details.
Rubelies Fan Club, 8 Dalny
Street, Manchester M19

-

DUPLICATING

-

sborough Hey, Penwortham, Preston.
TEE SHIRTS. Specially
printed for Groups, Clubs,

-722.8111.

MW VFO Tranernitters.

Only [5! Guaranteed! Big
Demand!
D. Robinson,
22 Mallow Way, Chatham,

-

Kent

OFFSHORE RADIO

recordings praline wanted, Cash or exchange
from my large collection.
28 Lawton Coppice,
Church Lawton, Stoke,
Staffs.

-

Script

fhaay

Nam, land Raed Prate., Tara
Compro» Warming Dade inri
Radio Gdre Mum
Send XXI Poem, ober
5005' ID.pemmel, RPM!, PO
Boa 'a,, 51ng. Lentes. Mere

Situations Wanted
D.1'S WANTED

cost!

modattos

corn

--

GO-GO DANCERS wanted. Beginners Considered.
Phone Frauds

-

/

965 2826.

1

RECORD MIRROR/
REQUIRES AN

-

EXPERIENCED
ADVERTISEMENT
REPRESENTATIVE

Tel. Roger

Squire's (DJ Studios),

01 -

722-8111.

Songwriting

Radio DJ Courses

LYRICS WANTED by

CONTACT: ALAN

-

ALDSON

ADV.*IMAGER

RADIO DJ COURSES

music publishing house.
11 St, Albans Avenue,
London. W4.

held weekly at our St
John's Wood Studios.
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial Radio.
MAGAZINE free
Tel. Roger Squire's
ternational Songwriters
Association (RM), New '(DJ Studios), 01 - 722 8111.
Street, Limerick.
LYRICS TO MUSIC.
Marketing Service. Dono- Disco Equipment'
van Meher Ltd. Excel
House, Whitcomb Street,
DISCOLIGHTS & EFLondon. WC2H 7ER.
FECTS. Beat our prices
we doubt it. Tutor projCOMPANY needs lyrics
ectors, 149. Comsar 150
for new songs. All types
Multlfects, £47.50, Pluto
wanted. FREE details.
Musical Services, '100' £22.50. Comsar sequences 150. Comsar and
1305/R, North Highland,
Pulsar Sound to - Light
'Hollywood, California.
Units, [39. Bubble Ma90028. USA.

UHT PUBLICATIONS
SPO
I RLNVELL ROAD

SONGWRITER
from In-

LOND'N N7 7AX

oi-íQ16411
t

HOLLYWOOD -

Everything in

Lighting and
sound for Disco

-

chines,
£16.

£19.

Mushroom,
Chambers,

09 EDGWARE ROAD W2 01-723 6963

effects

Visit our

Showroom (10-6) (Sato 104) or sae brochures.

nel 1500W 117; 3000W 125;
19;
1 Channel 1000W
STROBES: I Joule I21; 4
J [27; 15J I45 etc. Call or
Cataolgues sent.
Aar-

prices) Write
call or phone.

Fuzzlites,

L6. 30,

Wheels [3.

Chan-

and P.A. at señsible

Prism Rotators, Ile,

Sirens

SOUNDLIGHT

36

119

Dryden
Oxford

Barclay Access cards

wekwneOpen6 Days awon.

»get Squire's

Street, London, WI. Tel.
01-439 -3987.

vak Electronics, 98A (R),

the

DISCO
CENTRE

bugesl rarer bráatarnmenew..--.,..,

takers Ighlng cosa rrwl.
ee.et' t 09100
Wore mlhel1 x %roam penes
Mo+ader and COD se. rote Easy Danq
n
ea sn teens Pnce Ins, on .egotist
and MSC 0 acre

West Green Road, London, N15 INS. 01 - 800
8656.

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT
PRICES on Effect Projectors, Sound to Light

.T1'j

-

Pub
work, without equipment
beginners considered,

available.
Phone Mervin Thomas, 965-2991.

Kent

JINGLES featuring your
own name puts real
sparkle into your show.
Wide range available.
Top studio quality, low

Also Printing Service,
stamp for details. Multi Screen, Southill Road,
Chatham. Kent.

13

s

sol Wee

TAILOR-MADE

Discos, Promotions. etc

CONVERTERS,

le Y new available

sneers Guapa.,
John, DOS Carer and l,wnM
.Mon and elche on IRS. Redo

-At

EDITION 34. Free Radio
News Snipits 254p +
D. Robinson,
S.A.E.
22 Mallow Way, Chatham,

HIGH Quality Radio
and Discotheque Jingles
754 IPS I4. 75. 3% IPS
13.60. Dolby Cassette
13.75 + p & p Included,
M. M. Studios, 88 St.
Vincent Stree, Glasgow,
Scotland.

SERVICES. Low cost,
mail order service.
Samples, list. 8 Bil-

DJ Studios
HIRE OUR STUDIOS for
as little as [8 per hour
(practice) or 03 per hour
(recording). Make up

01

MINI SHORT-RANGE

key, Gene Ralo.

-

50

Services

-

Free Radio

-

DJ Jingles

3NR.

Easy terms available.
Many disco bargains at
ROGER SQUIRE'S (Disco Centre), 178 Junction
Road, London N19.

os),

novelties.

790-7512.

stable, Beds.

Complete 100w disco
system from only f179.
181.

-

- Terry,01CAROUSEL DISCO with
Light Show. - Keith,
5991263.
+

please 1
Close, Dun-

-

your own jingles or let us
help you with your radio
Tel- Roaudition tape!
ger Squire's (DJ Studi-

-

T. J. DISCOS tightshow

- A. E.
Sandlands

Lighting Equipment

ELVIS FRIENDS Unite!

01

DISCOTHEQUES, ANY
TIME / ANYWHERE.

(Northern Branch) now
S.

-

4127.

Appreciation Society

Pen Friends

cere, honest

JOHN RUSSELL DISCO.
Professional Sounds with

light show.

DISCO CONSOL, tatty
but efficient, Ideal for
small club or pub. Speak
era optional. approx. 50
watts total output, ideal
beginner. I started with
ill [80. Dave 01-878 3670
after6 pm.
DISCO UNITS from only

Telephone 2727474.

'Mobile Disco

don, SE W.
OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN

-

-

-

-

open.

-

W lndgate,

HELEN SHAPIRO Official Fan Club.
Write to
Diane and Matt, 156 Kennington Park Road, Lon-

SAE with lists for cash
offer!
F. L. Moore
Records, 187A Dunstable
Road. Luton, Beds.

Bach wishing your every
success with your first
Jackie Foster,
release.
London, N.l.

32

Junction

178

Telephone 2727 474.

Much Hoole, Preston.

be in good condition. Send

Special Notices
DAVID SEBASTIAN

E.,

-

--

OPEN NI
5

1VOSEO
LM0NS
L

176 Junction Road,London N.19 500 Tel. 01.27

SMALLS-order Torsi advertisement rates
""---/-PLEASE PUBLISH
iemonlsl
ns
corn

h, PER WORD

-

Centre),

Road, London N19.

dubs
1t1CK NELSON.

SUPER SAVINGS on
Soul Selection some swingers, some smooth.
Send Stamp (414p) Soon
to 45's Club 15 Oak Lane,

12

,Fan

Under me headng.
FAN CLUES, PENER,ENDS SITUATIONS vacant,
RECORDS FDe SALE, issleaslsTS FOR SALE
SOUND EOU,PMENT end amn eo,,e ae,ememams

Town, London. N. W.5.

gains at ROGER
SQUIRE'S (Disco

Teen, Staffs.

ford Street, Kentish

77A

Riverside,

looking, photo please.

LP's purchased.
Good prices paid. Any
quantity but records must

singles and Albums.
Mr P, Stevens,

seeks at-

aged 14. Interests: General pop and Mike Old field. Box No. 11EnR.
WANTED ROY, 16, good

45's and

nchurch. Essex.
STACKS AND STACKS of

-

Brislington
Bristol 4

Skipton

prices paid.

SPECIAL NOTICES, PERSONAL TUITION
end ama, varo erwo,ncenwnl.

RECORDING

ALL TRACE ADVERTISEMENTS . ,der am

Mad,

MV ADVERTISEMENT
ncing with the firs,

issue

I

enclose Pastel Orrin /Cheq,y value

I

,

to

cos cos, end

nude payable to RECORD MIRROR

b PER WORD

Sc eso WOAD

rea n BOLD FACE, 00, lea., Nit hoc
Se PER

WORD EXTRA

a..

5000.o we. PN 20o
m, nines. Mudd M Moe

0017 NUMBERS

RECORD MIRROR

SECONDHAND
all types. Send 14p for

Send tot A -P. Mulcahy
167 Winchester Road

- 1101(

LONELY

tractive female Penpal,

-

Ring 263nights.
WANTED NEW World's
single Rose Garden.
Phone Karen 697-4547.
SELLING LPs / 45s /
0347

-

Gais-

-

1654. All letters an
swered.
Box No. 1648.

Records wanted, good

OLDIES, GOOD selec- gion / nationality.
S. A. E. for List 23
tion.
No. 171R.
Benhurst Avenue,,HorLarge S.A.E. Lists.

my
Personal document on
How to Get a 100 Girl
Please

-

Dalton,

-

5 nub o. restaurant!

EX -CHART Stngles. 20p
each. Good condition.
7 St
S. A. E. Lists.
Johns Road, Barking, Es-

Converters, Bubble Ma
chines, Fuzzlites, Prism
Rotators, Sirens, Effect
Wheels.
Sae lists or
visit showroom, Mushroom. 38 Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street,
London Wl,
LIGHT SHOW Projectors
from only 115. Tutor 11250
WQ1 Projectors from only
[49. Many light show bar-

WANTEDI NICE, attrec.
tive girl. Wants age (1618) for intelligent and
thoughtful boy, aged

S.

Wanted

A 100 GIRL

1. Go

- A. E. 86/87
Western Road, Hove,
1954/74.

to Contact Bureau (RM2),

HOW TO GET

I

CliARTBUSTERSI

KELLYS HEROES single
by Mike Curb M.G.M.
2058075 and DRAGGIN
ALINE by Tommy James
(Shondells) state price(s)
and condition.
43 Waverley 'Road, London,

reau, Bureau send under
plain cover.
write now

TEENAGERS / PEN -

flute

STAX OF TRAX: For
your Soul. S.A.E. Mr S.
J. Smith, Borth Farm,
Bontddu, Nr. Dolgellau,
Gwynedd.

Records Wanted

zard, Bedfordshire.

exciting new friends.
Write: S. L M. Computer

smead Road. South, Ox ton, Birkenhead. Merseyside.

FREE DETAILS of Confidential Friendship, Bu-

IOU ADVENTUR- OPPORTUNITY
If so, you cart make SEEKERS. Be indepen-

ARE

23

STONES/ ANGIE. Bowie
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